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Ndgdr]una's hymns 

In the Tibetafi Buddhist Canon a series of hymns 2 attributed to N~g~rjuna, 

the founder of the Madhyamaka school of the Mahdydna Buddhism, has 

been preserved. 

In the Madhyamakagdstrastuti of Candrak~rti 3 (VII Century A.D.) stanza 

10, in the list of the eight treatises ascribed to N~g~rjuna, we f'md one entitled 

sam. stuti (bstod pa in the Tibetan translation), which is a generic term to 
designate the hymns (stava, stotra) and which J. W. de Jong translates by 
"les Louanges". 4 

G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist Texts I (1956), pp. 235-246,  published a 
text which presents itself under the title of Catuh.stavasamdsdrtha, included 
in a Sanskrit manuscript which he found in Tibet. As its name indicates, 
this text is a commentary of a work entitled Catuh.stava ("Four Hymns"). 
This commentary was composed by Amrthkara, an author about whom 

nothing is known. The text contains only a part of the commentary of the 

Niraupamyastava and the complete commentaries of the Acintyastava and 
Paramdrthastava. According to Tucci, p. 237, the hymn commented in the 

part that is lacking was the Lokdtitastava, although there is nothing in the 

text of the commentary that has been preserved that gives support to this 

affirmation. Amrt~kara does not indicate who is the author of the Catuh.stava 
that he comments. As we shall see later on the three stavas, Niraupamya, 
Acintya, and Paramdrtha, and also the Lokdtita, were attributed to N~g~rjuna 

by the Tibetan Buddhist Canon, and it is possible to think that Candrak~rti 
attributes to Nfigfirjuna the Lokdtita and that PrajfiAkaramati does the same 

with the Loka-tita and the Acintya. We can therefore conclude that the 
Catuh.stavasamdsdrtha is a commentary of hymns that circulated under 
the name of Nfigfirjuna, united in a whole under the title of Catuh.stava. 
Amrtfikara's commentary contains some quotations of parts of stanzas, 
of isolated words, taken from the hymns that he comments. A list of 
Amrt~kara's quotations is given later on. 
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There are also found in Buddhist authors quotations in Sanskrit of stanzas 
of the hymns ascribed to N~g~irjuna. A list of quotations from the four 
hymns: Lokdtita, Niraupamya. Acintya and Paramdrtha is given below. 

Finally, the Sanskrit text of these four hymns is available. In 1932 s G. 
Tucci published the complete Sanskrit text of Niraupamya and Paramdrtha, 
preserved in a not very old manuscript which he found in Nepal. In 1982 
Chr. Lindtner published 6 the complete Sanskrit text of Loka-tita and 
Acintya, preserved in four manuscripts 7 which contain also the two other 
hymns already published by Tucci. 

We must mention that there is a very faithful reconstruction from the 
Tibetan translation of four hymns: Niraupamya, Lokdtita, Acintya, and 
Stutyatita, done by P. Patel before the discovery of the Sanskrit original 
text by Tucci, although it was published some time after that discovery. 8 

Let us indicate that no translation of  the hymns ascribed to Nfig~rjuna 
is preserved in the Chinese Buddhist Canon, with the exception of 
Dharmadhdtustava. 9 

The Catustava 

Prajfi~karamati (IX Century A.D.), Paa]ika-, p. 200, 1.1, p. 229, 1.10 and 
p. 249,1.1 ed. P. L. Vaidya (= p. 420,1.1, p. 488, last line and p. 533,1.9 
ed. L. de la Vall6e Poussin), quotes some isolated stanzas, attributing them 
expressly (catu .hstave' pyuktam; catuh, stave' pi; catuh, stave' pyuktam) to 
a work denominated Catu .hstava, "Four hymns of  eulogy", but without 
indicating the author's name. 1° The stanzas quoted by Prajfi~karamati 
correspond to two hymns ascribed to Nhg~rjuna,Niraupamya (7, 9) and 
Lokdtita (18-20).  

Besides that, as already said, the manuscript found by Tucci in Tibet 
contains a commentary, Catuh.starasarndsdrtha, which comments the 
Niraupamya, the Acintya and the Paramdrtha and which, according to 
Tucci, commented in its lost part the Lokdtita. 

Lindtner indicates that the titles and order of the hymns in the four 
manuscripts he utilizes are without exception Lokdtita, Niraupamya, Acintya 
and Paramdrtha; and he has had the kindness to inform us, in a personal 
letter of May 5, 1984, that "none of the Mss speak of Catuh.stava as a whole". 

These facts can be explained in several ways: 
(1) There existed really an independent work composed eventually by 
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N~g§ijuna, denominated Catustava, whose four hymns were translated 

separately into Tibetan, since in the Tibetan Buddhist Canon there is not 
a single work with that name. 

(2) There was not a work Catustava composed eventually by N~g~rjuna; 
there were only independent hymns composed by that author. By reasons 
we ignore, four of  these hymns were united by some person under the 
name of Catustava, after they were composed by N~gfirjuna and before 
Prajfi~karamati's and Amrt~kara's time. These authors considered as 
something certain that there existed a work named Catustava by N~ghrjuna. 

We prefer the second hypothesis, because we think it is not very likely, 
if there really was a work Catustava composed eventually by Nhg~rjuna, 
that this work should have been dismembered by their Tibetan translators 
and incorporated in this way into the Tibetan Buddhist Canon. The fact 
that these hymns circulated separately, as it is proved by the manuscript 
found by Tucci, in which we have only two hymns, Niraupamya and 
Paramdrtha, and also the fact that in that manuscript and in Lindtner's 
manuscripts there is no indication that they formed part of a larger work - 
these facts corroborate our idea that these four hymns existed originally 
as separate works. 

Catustava's Composition 

Another difficulty caused by this work was its composition, i.e. which of 
the hymns attributed to N~g~rjuna composed the Catustava, in either of 
the two hypothesis we have referred to before: either if the Catustava is 
an independent treatise by N~garjuna or if it is a later recopilation done 
by other person. 

It is out of  doubt that the Lokdtfta and the Niraupamya are parts of 
the Catustava, because the stanzas quoted by Prajfi~karamati as proceding 
from the Catustava belong to these two hymns ascribed to N~gSrjuna. 1~ 

As regards the other two hymns, L. de la Vall~e Poussin (1913) thought 
that they were the Ottava]ra and the Paramdrtha, and G. Tucci (1932) 
was of the same opinion. 12 P. Patel (1932 and 1934) considered that the 
two other hymns were Stutyatfta (T6hoku 1129 = Catalogue 2020) and 
Acintya. 

But Tucci (1956), as we have said, published a text that was composed 
by Amrt~ikara, has Catuh.stavasamdsdrtha as its title, and contains a part 
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of a commentary of the Niraupamya and the commentaries of  the Acintya 
and Paramdrtha. 

With this lucky discovery of Tucci it could be considered that the problem 
about the composition of the Catustava was already solved: the four hymns 
that composed it were: Niraupamya (Praj~karamati and Am.rt~kara), Acintya 
and Paramdrtha (Amrt~kara), and Lokdtita (Praj~karamati).13 

Now with Lindtner's publication, which confirms Tucci's opinion, there 
cannot be anymore doubt about the contents of  Catustava. 

Authorship of  the Hymns of  the Catustava 

Of the four hymns that compose the Catustava only the Lokdtita is expressly 
attributed to N~gfirjuna by Candrak~rti,Prasannapadd, p. 170,1.10 ed. P. L. 
Vaidya (= p. 413,1.5 ed. L. de la Vall6e Poussin). In this text Candrak~rti 
quotes stanza 4 of  the Lokdtita attributing it to the dcdryapdda, "the 
venerable master", by which expression we must understand Ndgdr]una. 

Advayavajra (XI C.A.D.), Advayava]rasam.graha, 3. Tattvaratndvali, p. 
22,1.1, quotes stanza 21 of Niraupamya introducing it with the words: 
"ndgdr]unapddair apy uktam'. 

Besides that the form in which Prajfi~karamati, Paff/ilai, p. 197,1.26, 
p. 180,1.27, and p. 275,1.18 ed. P. L. Vaidya = p. 415,1.1, p. 375, and 
p. 590 ed. L. de la Vall6e Poussin, quotes the stanzas 21 ofLoka-tita (etad 
evdha), and 18 and 40 of the Acintya (yad dha; ata evdha), seems to indicate 
that he is referring to N~gfirjuna as the author of  those stanzas. 

Another evidence in favour of  the authenticity of  these four hymns is 
the circumstance that the Madhyamakagdstrastuti of Candrak~rti, to which 
we have already referred, in the enumeration of N~g~rjuna's works, includes 
also hymns under the name of sam. stuti. 14 

Prof. Lindtner in a personal letter of 5 May, 1984 informs us that the 
manuscripts of  Tokyo and Gokhale (see note 7 of the Introduction) expressly 
ascribe the four hymns to Nfig~irjuna. 

On its side the Tibetan Buddhist Canon attributes the four hymns, 
Niraupamya, Loka-tfta, Acintya, and Paramdrtha to N~g~irjuna. 

Finally we must also have in mind that the ideas expressed in these 
hymns in their general lines belong to the central nucleus of  N~g~rjuna's 
thought. 

All these reasons induce prima facie to think that the author of  the four 
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hymns is N~g~rjuna. Accordingly modern authors in general attribute these 
four hymns to N~g~rjuna. Cf. T. R. V. Murti, The Central Philosophy of  
Buddhism, p. 90; K. Potter, Bibliography o f  Indian Philosophies, p. 5 ; K. 
Venkata Ramanam, Ndgdr]una's Philosophy, p. 37;P. L. Vaidya, A ryadeva, 
p. 50; M. Winternitz,A History oflndian Literature, p. 376; I~. Lamotte, 
Le Trait~ de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse, Tome III, Introduction, p. XLIII; 
D. S. Ruegg, The Literature of  the Madhyamaka School, pp. 31-32,  35, 
120-121, 126, 130-131 ; Chr. Lindtner, Nagarjuniana, specially pp. 121 - 
122; besides P. Patel and G. Tucci in their mentioned articles. 

Nevertheless L. de la Vall6e Poussin, "Notes et Bibliographie Bouddhiques", 
p. 396 (although the title of his article is "Les Quatre Odes de N~g~rjuna") 
considers that the attribution of these hymns to N~g~xjuna is not so sure 
as Tucci affirms is (in his quoted article of 1932). 16 

In spite of the title of our work, we are inclined to adopt the cautious 
position of L. de la Vall6e Poussin until a more profound and careful study 
of the ideas expounded in this hymns allow a more precise definition on 
the matter. 

Quotations of  Stanzas o f  the Catustava in other Sanskrit Texts 

Many stanzas of the hymns, to which the present work refers, are quoted 
in other Sanskrit Buddhist texts, as we have already said. Of course there 
are also many parallel or similar passages in other texts. Now we indicate 
only the number of the stanzas of each hymn that have been quoted in a 
complete form in other Buddhist Sanskrit texts;in the notes, that accompany 
the text of the hymns, we have given in the corresponding place the full 
references of the quotations. See also the following section that indicates 
the quotations from Am.rtLkara's commentary. 

(I) Lokdtitastava. The Sanskrit text of 12 stanzas, of the 28 stanzas that 
compose this hymn, has been preserved in quotatons by other Buddhist 
authors: stanzas 4, 8 ,9 ,  11, 13, 18, 19, 20, 21,22, 23, 24. 

(II)Niraupamyastava. Of the 25 stanzas that compose this hymn, 7 
are quoted by other Buddhist authors. They are stanzas 7, 9, 13, 18, 19, 
21,24. 

(III) Acintyastava. Of the 59 stanzas of this hymn 7 are preserved in 
Sanskrit in quotations by other Buddhist authors. They are: 19, 25, 29, 36, 
40, 41,42.  
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Quotations of  the Catustava in Am.rtdkara's commentary 

We indicate also in the notes that accompany the text the quotations, found 
in AmrtLkara's commentary, of portions of the text of the hymns. These 
quotations are taken from Am.rtfikara's commentary as edited by Tucci, 
Minor Buddhist Texts I, pp. 238-246. It is very important to observe that 
many of the words found in Am.rtfikara's quotations do not appear with 
the morphological form they have in the respective stanzas, but with the 
morphological form that corresponds to them in the phrases that comment 
them. Am.rt~kara's quotations refer to stanzas 1,2, 20, 22, 24, 25 of 
Niraupamya; stanza 1 of Acintya, and stanzas 1,2, 3, 8, 9, 10 of Paramdrtha. 

Doctrinary Contents of  the Four Hymns 17 

In the hymns we find expressed the fundamental doctrines of the 
Madhyamaka school, in a very brief form of  course as is required by 
the special nature of this literary gender. These fundamental theories 
are: (1) The conditionedness, the dependence on another, the composedness, 
the impermanency, in a word the contingency is the true nature, the true 
form of being of the empirical reality. The words svabhdva~nyatd (absence 
of an own being) and pratityasamutpdda (origination in dependence) indicate 
this true nature of the empirical reality. (2) The form under which this 
empirical reality appears to us (as substantial, compact, continuous and 
unitary, permanent) is only a false creation of our minds. So the empirical 
reality as it appears to us is an illusion. (3) There are only two realities, the 
form under which the empirical reality appears to us (illusion, concealment 
reality) and the true nature of the empirical reality (contingency, true 
reality). Besides these two realities there is nothing else. (4) All the mani- 
festations, elements, categories etc. of the empirical reality, when they 
are analyzed, must be denied as really existing: the rope does not exist 
as such, it is only a conglomerate of threads; the threads do not exist as 
such, they are only a conglomerate of filaments and so on. (5) We have the 
impression that this abolishing analysis leaves before us a great voidness, 
a great emptiness. These words "voidness" and "emptiness" are used to 
designate the true reality, concealed by the false appearance of the empirical 
reality. (6) This voidness exists previously to the abolishing analysis that 
discovers it. (7) The empirical reality, all the beings and things that compose 
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it (sam. sdra), and the nirvd.na, the summum bonum, are the same, since the 
true nature of both is to be found by the negation of every manifestation, 

element, category that the empirical reality presents to us, and the final 
result of this negation is the absolute and total voidness. (8) We have said 
that the empirical reality as it appears to us is only a false creation of our 

minds. This great function of  the mind must not induce us to be mistaken 
about the true nature of the mind: it belongs also to the empirical reality 
and as such it is contingent as everything else, and the abolishing analysis, 
when applied to it, leaves also the voidness that is at the bottom of all. 

(9) Liberation can be obtained only through the complete and lasting 
cessation of all mental activity, which is to be obtained through great 
personal effort. Of course, death does not signify the cessation of the 
mental activity, since death is followed by a new birth for the man who 
has not liberated himself. (10) Since the empirical reality and all its 
components are illusory, there has never been a true and real forthcoming 
of anything and therefore no real transmigration, no real destruction, nothing 
real. And this state of things, that means the complete negation of all, is the 
universal voidness or, what is the same, the nirvd.na, and it has never been 
abandoned. So we can say that things are nirvanized ab aeterno. 

Importance of  the Four Hymns 

In relation to the importance of these four hymns it is enough to say that 

they can be considered among the best samples of  the hymn's literature, 18 
not only because they contain the basic theories of  the great master of  the 
Madhyamaka but also because of their concise and effective exposition of 
these theories. The great number of  times that stanzas from these hymns 
have been quoted by several authors is a prove of the great appraisal in 
which these hymns were held. 

Editions and Translations of  the Catustava 
Sanskrit Text 

ed. G. Tucci, in "Two Hymns of the Catu .hstava", in JRAS, 1932, pp. 3 1 2 -  
320 (Niraupamya) and pp. 322-324 (Paramdrtha); 

ed. S. Sakei, in "Ryfiju ni kiserareru Sanka" ("Hymns attributed to 
N~g~irjuna"), in NBGN 24, 1959, pp. 10-16 (Niraupamya), pp. 39-41 
(Paramdrtha); 
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ed. C. Dragonetti, in "Niraupamyastava y Paramdrthastava", in Oriente- 
Occidente, 1982, pp. 258-266 (Niraupamya), pp. 268-270 (Paramdrtha); 

ed. Chr. Lindtner, inNagar]uniana, 1982, pp. 128-138 (Loka-tita), and 
pp. 140-160 (Acintya). 

Sanskrit Reconstruction from the Tibetan Translation 

P. Patel, in "Catustava" inlHQ 8, 1932, pp. 317-319 (Niraupamya), 
pp. 324-326 (Lokdtita), pp. 689-693 (Acintya); (pp. 701-703:  
Stutyatita). 

Tibetan Translation in the Bstan-h.gyur 

Niraupamya: T6hoku 1119 = Catalogue 2011. In both editions under the 
title: Dpe-med-par bstod-pa (= Sanskrit Niraupamyastava); attributed to 
Klu-sgrub (= Nfigfirjuna) and translated by IQ.s.n.a pan.d.it and Tshul-khrims 
rgyal-ba. 

Loka-tita: T6hoku 1120 = Catalogue 2011. In both editions under 
the title: H.]ig-rten-las h.das-par bstod-pa (= Sanskrit Loka-titastava) ; 
attributed to Klu-sgrub and translated by IQs.n.a pa0.d.it and Tshul-khrims 
rgyal-ba. 

Paramdrtha: T6hoku 1122 = Catalogue 2014. In both editions under the 
title: Don-dam-par bstod-pa (Sanskrit Paramdrthastava); attributed to 
Klu-sgrub and translated by K.rs.n.a pan.d.it and Tshul-khrims rgyal-pa. 

Acintya: T6hoku 1128 = Catalogue 2019. In both editions under the 

title: Bsam-gyis-mi-khyab-par bstod-pa (= Sanskrit Acintyastava); attributed 
to Klu-sgrub and translated, according to T6hoku, by Tilaka, Pa Tshab 

lqi-ma grags; Catalogue does not mention the name of the translator. 
We give also the data regarding the Tibetan translation of the Ottavajrastava, 

which, as we have said, was considered by L. de la Vall6e Poussin as the 
third hymn of the Catustava and which has been incorporated in this article 
in an Appendix. 

Ottava]ra: T6hoku 1121 = Catalogue 2013. In both editions under the 
title: Sems-kyi rdo-rjeh, i bstod-pa (= Sanskrit Ottava/rastava); attributed 
to Klu-sgrub and translated, according to T6hoku, by Kr.s.n.a par~.d.it and 
Tshul-khrims rgyal-ba; Catalogue does not mention the name of the 
translator. 
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Tibetan Translation in Modem Editions 

ed. L. de la Vall~e Poussin, in "Quatre Odes de N~g~rjuna", in LM n.s., 14, 
1913, pp. 1-3 (Niraupamya), pp. 7-10 (Lokdtita), pp. 16-17 (Paramdrtha), 
pp. 14-15 (Cittava]ra); 

ed. G. Tucci, in "Two Hymns of the Catuh.-stava", in JRAS, 1932, pp. 
312-320 (Niraupamya) and pp. 322-324 (Paramdrtha); 

ed. P. Patel, in "Catustava", in 1HQ 8, 1932, pp. 319-323 (Niraupamya) 
and pp. 326-331 (Lokdtita); pp. 694-701 (Acintya)y pp. 703-705 
( Stutyat ita) ; 

ed. Chr. Lindtner, inNdgdrjuniana, 1982, pp. 128-138 (Lokdtita) and 
pp. 140-160 (Acintya). 

English Translation o f  the Sanskrit Text 

G. Tueci, in "Two Hymns of the Catuh.-stava", 1932, pp. 313-321 
(Niraupamya) and pp. 323-325 (Paramdrtha); 

Chr. Lindtner, inNdgdr]uniana, 1982, pp. 129-139 (Lokdtita) and pp. 
141-161 (Acintya). 

French Translation o f  the Sanskrit Text and of  the Tibetan Translation 

L. Silburn, in Le Bouddhisme, 1977, pp. 201-209 (Niraupamya and 
Paramdrtha), from Sanskrit. 

L. de la Vall6e Poussin, in "Quatre Odes", in LM n.s., 14, 1913, pp, 4 -7  
(Niraupamya), pp. 10-14 (Lokdtita), pp. 17-18 (Paramdrtha), (and pp. 
15-16: Ottavajra), from Tibetan. 

Italian Translation o f  the Sanskrit Text and of  the Tibetan Translation 

R. Gnoli, in Ndgdrjuna: Madhyamaka Kdrikd, 1961, pp. 157-179 (Niraupamya 
and Paramdrtha, from Sanskrit;Lokdtita and Acintya, from Tibetan). 

Japanese Translation o f  the Sanskrit Text and of  the Tibetan Translation (and 
Besides that o f  the Sanskrit Text o f  Am.rtdkara's Commentary). 

S. Sakei, in "Ryfiju ni kiserareru Sanka", in NBGN 24, 1959, pp. 10-16 
(Niraupamya, from Sanskrit), pp. 38-41 (Paramdrtha, from Sanskrit), pp. 
6 -9  (Lokdtita, from Tibetan), pp. 29-33 (Aeintya, from Tibetan). 
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Spanish Translation from the Sanskrit Text** 

C. Dragonetti, "Niraupamyastava y Paramdrthastava", in Oriente-Occidente, 
1982, pp. 259-267 (Niraupamya), pp. 269-271 (Paramdrtha). 

The Present Work 

We give the Sanskrit text of the four hymns that compose the Catustava, 
reproducing Tucci's edition for Niraupamyastava and Paramdrthastava, and 
Lindtner's edition for Lokdtitastava and Acintyastava. We thank Professor 
Lindtner for his kind permission to reproduce the text of his editio princeps 
of the above mentioned two hymns in Ndgdr/uniana. 

We present also an English translation of the four hymns from the Sanskrit 
with some simple notes. 

InAppendix we include the text of the Tibetan translation of Cittavajrastava 
and its English translation, because L. de la Vall6e Poussin and Tucci (1932) 
considered it to be the forth hymn of the Catustava. 

SANSKRIT TEXT 

LOKAT]TASTAVAH. 

lok~t~ta namas tubhyam, viviktajfi~navedine / 
yas tram jagaddhit~yaiva khinnah, karun.ay~ ciram//1//  

skandham~travinirmukto na sattvo 'st~ti te matam / 
sattv~rtham, ca param, khedam agamas tram. mah~mune//2// 

te 'pi skandh~s tvay~ dh~man dh~madbhyah, sam. prak~it~h. / 
m~y~mar ~cigandharvanagarasvapnasam. nibh~h.//3// 

hetutah, sam. bhavo yesfim tadabh~v~n na santi ye / 
katham n~ma nate  spas.t.am, pratibimbasam~ match. ~9 //4// 

bhfit~ny acaks.urgr~hy~ni tanmayam, c~ks.u.sam, katham / 
rfipam, tvayaivam, bruvat~ rfipagr~ho niv~ritah.//5// 

vedan~yam, vin~ n~sti vedan~to nir~tmik~ / 
tac ca vedyam, svabh~vena n~st~ty abhimata .m tava//6// 
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sam.jfi~rthayor ananyatve mukham, dahyeta vahnin~ / 
anyatve 'dhigam~bh~vas tvayoktam, bhtitav~din~//7// 

kart~ svatantrah, karm~pi tvayoktam, vyavah~ratah. / 
paraspar~peks.ik~ tu siddhis te 'bhimat~nayoh. 2°/[8/[ 

na kart~sti na bhokt~sti pun.y~pun.yam, prat~tyajam / 
yat prat~tya na taj j~tam, proktam, v~caspate tvay~ 21 //9// 

ajfi~yam~inam, na jfieyam, vijfifinam, tad vin~ na ca / 
tasm~t svabhffvato na sto jfi~najfieye tvam ficiv~n//10// 

laks.y~l laks.anam anyac cet sy~t tal laks.yam alaks.an.am / 
tayor abh~vo 'nanyatve vispas.t.am, kathitam, tvay~ 22 //1 1// 

laks.yalaksananirmuktam, v~gud~hfiravarjitam / 
~ntam. jagad idam. d.rs.t.am, bhavat~ jfi~nacaks.u~//1 2// 

na sann utpadyate bh~vo n~py asan sadasan na ca / 
na svato n~pi parato na dv~bhy~m, j~yate katham 2a //13// 

na satah, sthitiyuktasya vina~a upapadyate / 
n~sato '~vavisfin.ena samasya ~amat~ katham//1 4// 

bh~iv~in n~rth~ntaram, n~go n~py anarth~ntaram, matam / 
arth~ntare bhaven nityo n~py anarth~ntare bhavet//1 5// 

ekatve na hi bh~vasya vin~ga upapadyate / 
prthaktve na hi bh~vasya vin~ga upapadyate 24 //1 6// 

vinas.tfit k~ranat tavat k~ryotpattir na yujyate / 
na c~vinas.tfit svapnena tulyotpattir mat~ tara/ /17//  

na niruddh~n miniruddhfid bij~d aflkurasarp, bhaval3 / 
m~yotp~davad utp~dah, sarva eva tvayocyate 2s //18// 

atas tvay~ jagad idam. parikalpasamudbhavam / 
parijfi~tam asadbhfitam anutpannam na na~yati 26 //19// 
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nityasya sam. s.rtir ngsti naiv~nityasya sam. s.rtih. / 
svapnavat sam. s.rtih, proktfi tvay~i tattvavid~m, vara 27//20// 

svayam.k.rtam, parak.rtam, dv~bhy~'p, k.rtam ahetukam / 
t~rkikair is.yate du .hkham. tvay~ tfiktam, pratityajam 28//21// 

yah. pratityasamutp~dah, gtinyat~ saiva te mat~ / 
bh~vah, svatantro n~stiti sire. han~das tavfitulah. 29//22// 

sarvasamkalpanfig~ya ~finyat~mr.tade~anfi / 
yasya tasy~m api gr~has tvay~s~v avasfiditah. 3o//23// 

n i r ~  vagik~ih, gfiny~ m~y~vat pratyayodbhav~h. / 
sarvadharm~s tvay~ n~tha nih.svabh~v~h, prak~git~h, al //24// 

na tvayotpfiditam, kim. cin na ca kim. cin nirodhitam / 
yath~ pfirvam, tathg pagc~t tathat~m, buddhavgn asi//25// 

aryair nisevit~m en~m an~gamya hi bh~van~m / 
n~nimittam, hi vijfi~inam, bhavat~a katham, cana//26// 

animittam an~gamya moks.o n~sti tvam uktavga / 
atas tvay~ mah~y~ne tat sakalyena degitam//27// 

yad awiptam, may~ punyam, stutv~ tv~m stutibh~janam / 
nimittabandhan~petam, bhfiyat ten~khilam, jagat//28// 

NIRAUPAMYASTAVA .H 

niraupamya 32 namas tubhyam nih.svabhfiv~rthavedine aa / 
yas tvam. d.rs.t.ivipannasya lokasy~sya hitodyatah, a4 //1// 

na ca n~ima tvay~ as kim. cid d.rs.t.am. 36 bauddhena caks.usfi a7 / 
anuttar~ as ca te mitha d.rs.t.is tattv~rthadar~inl -a9 //2// 

na boddhg na ca boddhavyam 4° ast~a paramfirthatah. / 
aho paramadurbodh~m dharmat~m, buddhav~n asi//3// 
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na tvayotpfiditah, ka~cid dharmo nfipi nirodhitah. / 
samatfidar~anenaiva pr~ptam, padam 4~ anut taram//4/ /  

na sam. s~rfipakars.en.a tvay~ nirv~n.am ~psitam / 
~fintis te 'dhigat~ n~tha sam. s~rfinupalabdhitah.//5// 

tvam. vivedaikarasat~m42 sam.kle~avyavad~nayoh. / 
dharmadh~tvavinirbhed~d vi~uddha~ cfisi sarvatah.//6// 

nod~hrtam, tvayfi kificid ekam apy aks.aram, vibho / 
kr.tsnag ca vaineyajano dharmavars.en.a tarpitah. 43 //7// 

na te  'sti saktih, skandhes.u 44 dhfitus.v ~yatanes.u ca / 
fik~igasamacittas tram. sarvadharmes.v anigritah.//8// 

sattvasam.jfifi ca te n~tha sarvath~ na pravartate / 
du .hkh~rtes.u ca sattves.u tvam ativa krpfitmakah. *s //9// 

sukhadu .hkhfitmanairfitmyanity~nityfidis.u prabho / 
iti n~n~vikalpesu buddhis tava na sajjate/ /10//  

na gatir nfigatih, k~cid dhannfin~m iti te matih. / 
na kvacid rfigibhavo 'to 'si param~rthavit//11// 

sarvatr~nugatag c~si na ca jato 46 'si kutracit / 
janmadharmagarirfibhyhm acintyas tvam. mah~mune/ /12/ /  

ek~nekatvarahitam, pratigrutkopamam jagat / 
sam.kr~ntinfig~pagatam, buddhav~m, s tvam aninditah. 47 //1 3// 

gfi~vatocchedarahitam, laks.yalaks.anavarjitam / 
sam. sfiram avabuddhas 4a tvan3, svapnamfiyfidivat prabho/ /14/ /  

v~sanfimtilaparyantfih, kleg~s te 'nagha nirjit~h. / 
kleiaprakr.titag caiva tvayfim.rtam upfirjitam//15// 

alaks.an.am, tvay~ dhira drs.t.am, rfipam artipavat / 
laks.an.ojjvalag~tra~ 49 ca drgyase rtipagocare//16//  
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na ca rtipen.a drs.t.ena d.rs.t.a ity abhidhiyase / 
dharme d rs.t.e sud.rs.t.o 'si dharmat~ na ca d r~yate//17// 

~aus.iryam. n~sti te kfiye m~m.s~sthirudhiram, na ca / 
indr~yudham iv~k£~e k~yam dar~itav~n asi so //18// 

mimayo mi~ucila, k~ye ks.uttrs.n.~isam, bhavo na ca / 
tvay~i lok~nuvrttyartham, darfit~ laukik~ kriy~ sl / / 19 / /  

karmhvaranados.a~ ca sarvath~nagha misti te / 
tvay~ lok~inukamp]rtham, karmaplutih, s2 pradarfit~//20// 

dharmadh~itor asam. bhed~id yfinabhedo 'sti na prabho / 
y~natritayam ~khy~tam. tvay~ sattv~vat~ratah, s3//21// 

nityo s4 dhruvah, ss fivah, k~yas tava dharmamayo jinah. / 
vineyajanaheto~ ca dar~it~ nirvrtis tvay~//22// 

lokadh~itus.v anaeyesu tvadbhaktail3, punar ~sase 56 / 

cyutij anm~bhisam, bhodhicakranirv.rtil~lasaila.//23// 

nate  'sti manyami 57 mitha na vikalpo s8 na cefijan~ s9 / 
an~bhogena te loke buddhak.rtyam, pravartate 60//24// 

iti sugatam 61 acintyam 62 aprameyam. 
gun.akusumair avakirya yan may~ptam / 
ku~alam iha bhavantu tena sattv~h. 
paramagabh~ramun~ndradhannabhfijah.//25// 

ACINTYASTAVA 

pratRyaj~in~m, bhfiv~n~m, naih.sv~bh~vyam, jag~ida yah. 63 / 

tam nam~my asamajfi~nam 64 acintyam 6s anidar~anam//1// 

yath~ tvay~ mahfiy~ine dharmanair~tmyam ~tmanfi / 
viditam de~itam, tadvad dh~madbhyal~, karun~va~t//2// 
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pratyayebhyah, samutpannam anutpannam, tvayoditam / 
svabh~vena na taj j~tam iti ~tinyam. prak~itam//3//  

yadvac chabdam, prat~tyeha prati~abdasamudbhavah. / 
mfiy~mar~civac chpi tathfi bhavasamudbhavah.//4// 

mfiy~mar ~cigandharvanagarapratibimbakSh. / 
yady ajfit~h, saha svapnair na sy~t taddar~anfidikam//5// 

hetupratyayasam.bhfit~ yathaite krtak~h, smrtfih. / 
tadvat pratyayajam, vi~vam, tvayoktam, n~tha s~im.v.rtam//6// 

asty etat k.rtakam, sarvam, yat kim.cid b~lalfipanam / 
riktamus.t.iprat~am ayathfirthaprakfifitam//7// 

k.rtakam, vastu no j~tam tad5 kim. vSrtamfinikam / 
kasya nfi~d atham, sy~d utpitsuh, kim apeks.ate//8// 

svasmfin na j~yate bh]vah, parasm~n nobhayfid api / 
na san n~san na sadasan kutah, kasyodayas tad~//9// 

aj~te na svabhfivo 'sti kutah, svasm~t samudbhavah. / 
svabhSv~bh~vasiddhyaiva parasmfid apy asambhavah.//10// 

svatve sati paratvam, sy~t paratve svatvam is.yate / 
~peks.ik~ tayoh, siddhih, p~r~vfiram ivoditfi//11// 

yad~ nfipeks.ate kim cit kutah, kim cit tad~ bhavet / 
yad~ n~peks.ate d~rgham, kuto hrasv~dikam, tad~//12// 

astitve sati n~stitvam, d~rghe hrasvam, tath~ sati / 
n~stitve sati cfistitvam, yat tasm~d ubhayam na sat//13// 

ekatvam, ca tath~nekam atltanagatfidi ca / 
sa .mklego vyavadfinam, ca samyafimithyfi svatah kutah.//14// 

svata eva hi yo n~sti bh~val3, sarvo 'sti kas tadfi / 
para ity ucyate yo 'yam. na vinh svasvabhhvatah.//15// 
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na svabh~vo 'sti bh~v~n~m, parabh~vo 'sti no yad~ / 
bh~vagr~hagral~ve~ah 66 paratantro 'sti kas tad~//16// 

~id~v eva samam, j~t~ih, svabh~vena ca nirv.rt~h. / 
anutpann~i~ ca tattvena tasm~id dharmfis tvayodit~h.//17// 

nih.svabh~iwis tvay~ dh~man ~p~dy?d3. sam. prak~it~ih. / 
phenabudbudam~y~ibhramar~cikadal~samAh.//18// 

indriyair upalabdham, yat tat tattvena bhaved yadi / 
j~t~s tattvavido bill,s tattvajfifinena kin3. tad~ 67//19// 

jad.atvam apram~n.atvam ath~vy~ik.rtatAm api / 
viparftaparijfifinam indriy~n.,~m, tram ticiv~n//20// 

ajfifinenfivrto yena yath~van na prapadyate / 
lokas tena yathAbhtitam iti matv~ tvayoditam//21// 

ast~ti ~i~vat~ drs.tir n~st~ty ucchedadar~anam / 
ten~ntadvayanirmukto dharmo 'yam. de~itas tvay~//22// 

catus.kot.ivini~,mukt~s tena dharm~s tvayodit~h. / 
vijfi~inasy~ipylavijfiey~ v~c~im, kim uta gocar~h//23// 

svapnendraj~ilikodbhfitam dvicandrodv~.san.am, yathA / 
bhtitam tadvastu no bhtitam. 68 tath~ d.rs.t.am, jagat tvay~//24// 

utpanna~ ca sthito nas t.ah. svapne yadvat sutas tath~ / 
na cotpannah, sthito nas.t.a ukto loko 'rthatas tvay~//25// 

k~ran.~it sam. bhavo drs.t.o yath~ svapne tathetarah. / 
sambhavah, sarvabh~v~n~m vibhavo 'pi matas tath~i//26// 

rAg~dijam, yath~ duh.kham sam.kle~asam, srt~ tath~ / 
sam. bh~rapfiran~n muktih, svapnavad bh~.sit~ tvay~//27// 

j~itam, tathaiva no j~itam ~gatam. gatam ity api / 
baddho muktas tath~ jfi~n~ dvayam icchen na tattvavit//28// 
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utpattir yasya naiv~sti tasya k~ nirv.rtir bhavet / 
m~y~gajaprak~atv~d ~di~ntatvam arthatah. 69//29// 

utpanno 'pi na cotpanno yadvan m~y~gajo matah. / 
utpannam, ca tath~ vi~vam anutpannan3 ca tattvatah//30// 

ameyair apramey~n~m, pratyekam, nirv.rtil3 k.rt~ / 
lokan~thair hi sattvhnam, na ka~ cin mocita§ ca taih.//31// 

te ca sattv~ ca no jhta ye nirvhnti na te sphut.am / 
na ka~ cin mocitah kai~ cid iti proktan3, mahhmune//32// 

m~y~khrakrtam yadvad vastu~t~nyan3 tathetarat / 
vastu~6nyam, jagat sarvan3 tvayoktam, khrakas tath~//33// 

khrako 'pi k.rto 'nyena k.rtatvam n~tivartate / 
atha v~ tatkriyhkart.r k~]rakasya prasajyate//34// 

n~mamhtram, jagat sarvam ity uccair bh~sitam, tvay~ / 
abhidh§n~t p.rthagbht]tam abhidheyam, na vidyate//35// 

kalpan~m~tram ity asmht sarvadharm~h, prakh~ithh / 
kalpan~py asat~ prokth yayh ~uyan3. vikalpyate 7o//36// 

bh~vhbhhvadvayht~tam anat~tam, ca kutra tit / 
na ca jfi~nam, na ca jfieyam, na c~sti na ca n~isti yat / /37/ /  

yan na caikam na chnekam, nobhayam, na ca nobhayam / 
anhlayam ath~vyaktam acintyam anidarganam//38// 

yan nodeti na ca vyeti nocchedi na ca ~gvatam / 
tad hkh~apratik~i~am, n~ks.arajfihnagocaram//39// 

yah. pratityasamutpfidah, gtinyat~ saiva te mats / 
tathfividhag ca saddharmas tatsamag ca tathhgatal3. 71 //40// 

tat tattvam, paramfirtho 'pi tathath dravyam is.yate / 
bht~tam tad avisam, vadi tadbodh~d buddha ucyate "r2 //41// 

17 
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buddh~n~m, sattvadh~to~ ca ten~bhinnatvam arthatah. / 
~tmana~ ca pare~m, ca samat~ tena te mat~ 7a//42// 

bh~vebhyah. ~finyat~ n~ny~ na ca bh~vo 'sti t~m. vina / 
tasm~t prat~tyaj~ bh~v~s tvay~ ~finy~h. prak~it~h.//43// 

hetupratyayasambhft~ paratantr~ ca sam. v.rtih. / 
paratantra iti proktah, param~rthas tv ak.rtrimah.//44// 

svabh~vah, prak.rtis tattvan? dravyam, vastu sad ity api / 
n~sti vai kalpito bh~vo paratantras na vidyate 74//45// 

ast~ti kalpite bh~ve sam~ropas tvayoditah / 
n~st~ti krtakocched~d uccheda§ ca prak~itah.//46// 

tattvajfi~nena nocchedo na ca ~vatat~ mat~ / 
vastu~finyam, jagat sarvam, mar~cipratimam, matam//47//  

mrgat.rs.n~jalam, yadvan nocchedi na ca ~va t am / 
tadvat sarvam, jagat proktam, nocchedi na ca ~va t am/ /48 / /  

dravyam utpadyate yasya tasyocched~dikam, bhavet / 
antavan nantav~m. ~ ¢~pi lokas tasya prasajyate//49// 

jfi~ne sati yath~ jfieyam, jfieye jfi~inam, tath~i sati / 
yatrobhayam anutpannam iti buddham, tad~sti kim//50//  

iti m~y~did.rs.t.hntaib, sphut.am uktv~ bhisagvarah. / 
de~ay~im ~isa saddharmam, sarvad.rst.icikitsakam//51 ]/ 

etat tat paramam, tattvam, nil3.svabh~v~rthade~anh / 
bh~vagrahag.rhit~in~m, cikitseyam anuttar~ ]/52// 

dharmay~jfiika tenaiva dharmayajfio niruttarah. / 
abh~s.nam is.t.as trailokye niskap~t.o nirargalah.//53// 

vastugr~ihabhayocchedi kuffrthyamrgabh~arah. / 
nair~tmyasimhan~do 'yam adbhuto naditas tvay~//54// 
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~finyat~dhannagambh~r~ dharmabheri par~hat~i / 
nail3.sv~bh~vyamah~n~do dharmagafikhah, prapfiritah.//55// 

dharmayautukam ~khy~tam. buddhhn~m, g~san~m.rtam / 
nit~rtham iti nirdis.t.am, dharm~in.~m ~finyataiva hi/ /56//  

y~ ttitp~danirodh~disattvaj~v~dideganfi / 
ney~rth~ ca tvay~ n~tha bh~s.it~ sam.v.rtig ca sfi//57// 

prajfi~p~ramit~mbhodher yo 'tyantam p~ram ~gatah. / 
sa pun.yagun.aratn~.dhyas tvadgun.~rn.avap~ragah.//58// 

iti stutv~ jaganrfitham acintyam anidarganam / 
yad av~ptam, may~ pun.yam, ten~stu tvatsaman3 jagat//59// 

PARAMARTHASTAVA 

katham, stos.y~mi te 7s n~tham 76 anutpannam an~layam 77 / 
lokopam~m atikr~ntam vfikpath~titagocaram//1// 

tath~pi 78 y~d.rgo v~si tathat~rthes.u gocarah. / 
lokaprajfiaptim ~gamya stos.ye 'ham. bhaktito gurum//2//  

anutpannasvabh~vena 79 utp~das te na vidyate / 
na gatir nfigatir n~th~svabh~v~ya namo 'stu te / /3 / /  

na bh~vo n~py abh~vo 'si nocchedo n~pi ~gvatah. / 
na nityo n~py anityas tvam advay~ya namo 'stu te / /4 / /  

na rakto haritam~m.jis.t.ho 8o yarn.as te nopalabhyate 81 / 
na p~takrs.n.a~uklo 82 v~ 'varn.~ya namo 'stu te / /5 / /  

na mah~n n~pi hrasvo 83 'si na d~rghaparimand, alah. / 
apramfinagatim, pr~pto 'pram~n.~ya namo 'stu te / /6 / /  

na dtire n~pi c~sanne n~k~ge n~pi v~ ksitau / 
na sam. s~re na nirv~ne 'sthitfiya namo 'stu te / /7 / /  

19 
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asthitah, sarvadharmes.u dharmadh~itugatim, gatah. / 
par~m, gam.bh~rat~m, prfipto gam. bh~r~ya namo 'stu te ~ / / 8 / /  

evam. stutah, as stuto bhtiyfis 86 athavfi kim uta stutah. 87 / 

.~tinyes.u sarvadliarmes.u kah. stutah, kena vfi stutah.//9// 

kas tv~m. gaknoti sam. stotum as utpfidavyayavarjitam / 
yasya nAnto na madhyam, v~ gr~ho grahyam, na vidyate//10// 

na gatam, nfigatam, stutvfi sugatam, gativarjitam / 
tena pun.yena loko 'yam. vrajatfim, saugatim, gatim//1 1// 

TRANSLATION 
HYMN TO HIM WHO HAS GONE BEYOND THE WORLD 

1 

O you who have gone beyond the world, homage to you versed in pure 
knowledge, 89 who have suffered pain, out of compassion, during long time, 
only for the benefit of all living beings. 

2 

Your opinion is that a living being does not exist, liberated just from the 
skandhas ;90 nevertheless you have suffered extreme pain, o great muni, 
for the sake of living beings. 91 

3 

The skandhas also have been shown by you to the intelligent ones to be 
similar to a magical illusion, a mirage, a gandharvas' city, a dream. 

4 

Why indeed are not considered openly similar to a reflected image those 
(skandhas), whose birth is out of causes and which do not exist in (the 
case of) the inexistence of these (causes)? 92 

5 

"Elements are not perceived through the eye; how what consists of them 
(could be) perceptible by the eye?" by you who speak thus about r@a, 
the perception of r~pa has been rejected. 9a 
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6 

Your opinion is that sensation does not exist without the sensible (object); 
therefore it is unsubstantial and the sensible (object) does not exist either 
with an own being. 94 

7 

If  there were identity between the word and its object, the mouth would 
be burnt by the (word) "fire"; 9s if there were difference, there would be 
inexistence of knowledge (of the object) 96 - (thus) has been said by you 

who speak the truth. 

8 

It has been said by you, (speaking) from the point of  view of the empirical 
truth, (that) the agent is independent and also the action;but the establish- 
ment 77 of both has been considered by you to be (only) mutually 
dependent.gs 

9 

There is no agent, there is no experiencer; 99 merit and demerit are born 
in dependence; what is in dependence, that is not born - (thus) has been 
proclaimed by you, o Lord of words. 

10 

The knowable (object) does not exist when it is not known and without 
it knowledge does not exist either; therefore the knowable (object) and 
knowledge do not exist p e r  s e  - (thus) you have said. 

11 

If  the essential characteristic were different from the object which it 
characterizes, that characterised object would be without an essential 
characteristic; 1°° if there were identity (of both), (there would be also) 
inexistence of both tol _ (thus) it has been clearly expressed by you. 

12 

This world, deprived of essential characteristics and characterized object, 
devoid of utterances through words, has been seen as calm by you with 
your eye of knowledge) °2 
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13 

A thing does not comes forth, either if it is (already) existent, nor if it is 
non-existent, nor if it is existent and non-existent, neither from itself nor 
from other (thing) nor from both. How is it born? ~o3 

14 

Destruction is not possible for an existent being (essentialy) united to 
permanence; how could cessation be for a non-existent being (which is) 
similar to the horns of the horse. 1°4 

15 

The being destructed cannot be considered as something different from 
the being existent, nor as something non-different (from it). If it (= the 
being destructed) were different (from the being existent), it (= the being 
existent) would be permanent. If it (= the being destructed) were non- 
different (from the being existent), it (= the being destructed) would not 
exist, ws 

16 

For in (the case of) identity (of both), the being destructed is not possible 
for the being existent; for in (the case of) separateness, the being destructed 
is not possible for the being existent. 

17 

The forthcoming of an effect from an (already) destroyed cause is indeed 
not logical, neither it is from a not destroyed (cause)) °6 The forthcoming 
has been considered by you (to be) similar to a dream. 

18 

The birth of a sprout is either from a seed not (yet) destroyed or (from a 
seed) (already) destroyed; w7 (therefore) all birth is said by you (to be) 
similar to the birth of a magical illusion. 

19 

Therefore, this world, born from imagination, has been fully understood by 
you to be inexistent: not (really) arisen, does not perish) °8 
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20 

There is neither transmigration of what is permanent, nor transmigration 
of what is non-permanent; transmigration has been proclaimed by you (to 
be) like a dream, 1°9 o you the best of  the knowers of  truth. 

21 

Suffering has been considered by logicians to be produced by itself, to be 
produced by others, to be produced by both or without cause, but it has 
been said by you to be born in dependence. 

22 

Dependent Origination has been considered by you to be just voidness. 11° 
"There is not an independent being": (this is) your incomparable lion's 
roar. 

23 

The teaching about the ambrosia of voidness is for the destruction of all 
mental creations, but also who holds to it has been blamed by you. 11t 

24 

A l l  d h a r m a s  - inert, dependent, m void, like a magical illusion, arisen 
out of conditions - have been declared by you, o Master, to lack an own 
being, n3 

25 

Nothing has been produced by you and nothing has been suppressed; ~14 
you have understood that reality, as it is before, so it is afterwards} is 

26 

Without entering into that meditation practised by the noble ones, con- 
sciousness devoid of characteristics is not produced in this world in any 
way. 116 

27 

You have said (that) without entering in what is devoid of charac t e r i s t i c s ,  

there is no liberation; 117 therefore that 11s has been taught (by you) in 
its integrity in the Mah~yfina. 

23 
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28 

Let all living beings be liberated from the bonds of what has characteristics, 119 

through the merit I have obtained by praising you, receptacle of praises! 

HYMN TO THE INCOMPARABLE ONE 12o 

1 

Homage to you, o incomparable one, who know the inexistence of an own 
being, 1~1 to you who exert yourself for the benefit of this world, gone 

astray by the false doctrines. 

2 

Nothing really has been seen by you with your buddha's eye, but your 
supreme vision, o Lord, perceives the truth. 

3 

According to the supreme truth there are not in this world either a knower 
or a knowable (object). All!, you have known the dharmas' nature 122 

extremely difficult to be known. 

4 

No dharma has been produced or supressed by you; only with the perception 
of the (universal) sameness 123 the supreme state 124 has been attained (by 

you). 

5 

Nirvd.na has not been aimed at by you through the elimination of the 
samsdra; 12s peace has been obtained by you, o Lord, through the non- 
perception of samsdra. 126 

6 

You have known the identity of essence of purity and impurity; 127 because 

of the non-difference in the fundament of the dharmas, 128 you are 

completely pure. 
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7 

Not a single syllable has been uttered by you, o Lord, but any man who 
has to be converted, has been gladdened by the rain of your Doctrine. 

8 

There is no attachment in you for the skandhas, dhdtus and dyatanas; t29 

with your mind equal to the space, you are not dependent on any dharma. 

9 

Perception of living beings by you does not take place, o Lord; but, in a 

highest degree, you are pervaded by compassion for living beings tortured 

by suffering. 

10 

Your mind is not attached, o Lord, to the various mental creations: 

happiness, suffering;dtman, inexistence of dtman; eternal, non eternal; 

etc.aa° 

11 

"For the dharmas there is no going, no coming at all" - such is your idea. 

Nowhere there is existence of conglomerates, TM therefore you are the 
knower of supreme truth. 

12 

Everywhere you are followed, but nowhere you have been born; 132 you 

are unthinkable, o great muni, in terms of birth, attributes (dharma), body. 

13 

You, the irreprochable one, has known the world to be deprived of unity 
and multiplicity, similar to an echo, devoid of transmigration 133 and 
destruction. 

14 

You have known, o Lord, the sam. sdra to be deprived of eternity and 
annihilation, lacking characterized objects and characteristics - as a 
dream, as a magical illusion. 

25 
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15 

The kle~as, la4 up to their root, the vasanas, 1as have been subdued by you, 

o immaculate; but the ambrosia (extracted) out of the matter constituted 
by the klegas, has been procured (to us) by you. 

16 

The form has been seen by you, o sage, as (something) without characteristics 

- as no-form; but you are seen, in the realm of form, possessing a body 
resplendent by its characteristics. 

17 

It is not by seeing a form (of yours), that you are said to be seen; when 

the Doctrine is seen, you are well seen, but the nature of the dharmas is 
not seen. ~36 

18 

In your body there are not either any hollow, or flesh or bones or blood; 
you have shown a body similar to Indra's arch in the sky.  137 

19 

In your body there are not either illness or impurity or appearance of 
hunger and thirst; (but) to adequate yourself to the world a human 
behaviour has been shown by you. 

20 

For you, o immaculate, there is not absolutely the evil constituted by the 

obstacles that are the actions; 138 (but) out of compassion for the world, 

submersion (of yourself) into action has been shown by you. 

21 

Because of the non-difference in the fundament of the dharmas, there is 
no difference between the Vehicles, 139 o Lord, (but) the Three Vehicles 

have been preached by you, according to the (form of) appearance of beings. 

22 

Your body is eternal, inalterable, fortunate, made out of Doctrine, 14° 
victorious;but because of men who are to be converted, extinction 141 
(of yourself) has been shown by you. 
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23 

(But) in the numberless worlds you are seen anew by your devotees 142 
who desire the perfect comprehension of death and birth and (thanks to 
it) the extinction of the (existence's) wheel. 

24 

There are in you neither thought, o Lord, nor mental creation nor movement; 
(nevertheless) in this world, without any effort from you, 143 your buddha's 
function is realized. 

25 

Let the beings (of this world) participate of  the supreme and profound 
Doctrine of the Indra of munis, thanks to the merit that has been obtained 
by me, by covering, with the flowers of his qualities, the well gone, the 
unthinkable, the unmeasurable one! 144 

HYMN TO THE UNTHINKABLE ONE 

I pay hommage to him who taught the inexistence of an own being for things 
born in dependence, (to him) of unequalled knowledge, unthinkable, 14s 
who cannot be pointed out. 146 

As, in the Mahhyfina, the unsubstantiality of the dharmas was known by 
you by yourself (to be), thus was it taught (by you), by compassion, to 
the intelligent ones. 147 

What has arisen from conditions has been said by you to be un-arisen; 14s that 
is not born with an own being, therefore it has been proclaimed to be void. 149 

As in this world the forthcoming of an echo (is produced) depending on 
a sound, and also as (are produced) a magical illusion, a mirage, so 1so is 
the forthcoming of existence. 
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5 

If  the magical illusion, the mirage, the gandharvas' city, the reflected image, 
together with dreams, were not born (in some way), there would not be 
vision etc. of them. ~sl 

6 

In the same way as those ls2 (things), arisen out of  causes and conditions, 
are declared (to be) effected, lsa so all things born out of conditions have 
been said by you, o Lord, (to be) existent (only) by convention. 

7 

"All the things effected, whatever they are, exist" - (this) is a foolish talk, 
similar to an empty fist, declared to be false. 

8 

An effected thing is not (really) born, how then (could it be a) present 
(thing)? Through the destruction of what could it be (a) past (thing)? What 
does the future ls4 (time) relate to? 

9 

A thing is not born from itself, (nor) from other (thing) neither from both, 
whether it be existent or non-existent or existent and non-existent. Then 
from where, of what (could it be) a forthcoming? lss 

10 

There is not an own being for an unborn (thing). How (could it be for it) 
a forthcoming from itself? ls6 Because of the admission of the inexistence 
of an own being, there is non-production from another either. 1s7 

11 

If  there were "the one", there would be "the other"; if there were "the 
other", "the one" could be accepted; the admission of these two has been 
said (by you) to be mutually relative, like the obverse and reverse (of the 
same thing), lsa 
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12 

When it is not related to something (else), how then could something 
exist? ls9 When it is not related to (something) long, how then could 
(something) short etc. (exist)? 

13 

If there is existence, there is non-existence; if there is something long, 
similarly, (there is) something short; and if there is non-existence, (there 
is) existence; therefore both are not existent. 

14 

Unity and so multiplicity, and past, future etc., defilement and purification, 
correct and false (opinion) - how can they exist per se ? 

15 

Since a thing that is per se does not exist, then which (thing) - whatever 
it be - exists? That (thing) which is called "other",  does not exist without 
an own being of itself. 16° 

16 

Since, for things, there is not an own being neither there is the being "other",  
then which devotedness to the holding to the belief in things, being dependent 
(on non-existent things), could exist (with ground)? 161 

17 

Dharmas have been said by you to be, from the beginning, born alike and 
extinguished by their own nature, and therefore, in truth non-arisen) 62 

18 

Form etc. have been fully proclaimed by you, o intelligent one, to be without 
an own being, similar to foam, bubbles, magical illusion, mirages in the 
clouds, kadalf ) 63 

19 

If  what is grasped by the senses existed in truth, the ignorant ones would 
happen to be knowers of  truth. Then which would be the use of  knowledge 
of  truth? 164 
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2O 

You have mentioned the inertness, the not being a means of knowledge, 
and the indistinctness 165 also, the wrong knowledge, 166 (as proper) of the 

senses. 

21 

It has been said by you, (after) having meditated, that the world does not 
properly attain the truth, because of the ignorance by which it is covered. 167 

22 

"It exists" - the doctrine of eternality; "It does not exist" - the doctrine 
of annihilation. Therefore the doctrine free from the two extremes has 
been taught by you. 16a 

23 

Therefore the dharmas have been said by you to be free from the four 

alternative positions, 169 unknowable even for the consdousness, how much 

less objects of words? 

24 

Like what arises in dreams and magic, (like) the vision of two moons, so 
the world has been seen by you: it is an existing and non-existing thing. 

25 

And like a son born, existing, perishing in a dream, so also the world has 
been said by you not to be born, existing, perishing in reality. 

26 

As the forthcoming out of a cause, seen in a dream, and also the contrary 
(process are consideredto be), so is considered to be the forthcoming of 
all beings - and (so) also (their) destruction. 17° 

27 

As well as suffering born from passion etc., and also impurities and 
transmigration, (so) liberation through the fulfilling of (the two) requisites 17J 

has been said by you to be like a dream. 
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28 

One who coguizes (something as) "born" and "unborn", "come" and "gone", 
and also (somebody as) "enchained" and "liberated", accepts duality ;172 
is not a knower of reality. 

29 

For what there is not arising, for that which cessation could be? Because 
of (its) being (like) the appearance of the elephant of the magical illusion, 
there is in reality (as characteristic of everything) the being extinguished 
aborigine. 1~ 

30 

As the elephant of the magical illusion is considered to be arisen, although 
(it is) not (really) arisen, so all is arisen and not arisen in reality. TM 

31 

The cessation of numberless beings has been realized individually by 
numberless protectors of the world, but (in reality) nobody has been 
liberated by them. 17s 

32 

O great muni, it has been proclaimed (by you) that they (the protectors 
of the world) and beings have not been born; that those who are extinguished 
(do) not (exist) certainly; (thus) no body is liberated by any body. 176 

33 

As what is done ~- (and) also the contrary (--- what is destroyed) - by an 
illusion-maker is devoid of reality, so the whole world has been said by you 
to be devoid of reality; so (also) the maker. 

34 

The maker also (if he is) made by another does not pass beyond the state 
of being (a thing) made ;177 or else his (own) action would result being 
the (thing) maker of the maker. 178 
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35 

It has been loudly declared by you that the whole world is only name; 179 
separated from the word (that expresses it), that which is expressed does 

not exist. 

36 

Therefore all dharmas have been shown (by you) to be only mental creation; 
the mental creation itself, by which voidness is conceived, has been proclaimed 
(by you) to be non-existent. Is° 

37 

(That) which is beyond both, existence and non-existence, but (which is) 
not passed over to any place, 181 and (which is) neither knowledge nor a 
knowable (object) and (which) neither is nor is not. 182 

38 

Which is neither one nor not one, neither both nor not both, (which is) 
without base and not manifest, unthinkable, which cannot be pointed out. 

39 

Which neither arises nor disappears, (which is) neither liable to destruction 
nor eternal - that, similar to the space, is not within the range of words 
and knowledgeJ sa 

40 

What is Origination in Dependence, that indeed has been considered by you 
to be voidness; and of the same sort 184 is the Good Doctrine, and identical 

to it is the tathdgata. 

41 

That 18s is regarded as the truth, the supreme reality, the suchness, 186 the 
substance ;187 that is the not deceiving element; through its knowledge 
(bodha) one is called buddha. 

42 

Therefore there is truly non difference between the buddhas and the essence 
of being;therefore the sameness between oneself and the others has been 
approved by you. laa 
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43 

Voidness is not different from things and a thing does not exist without R, ~s9 
therefore things born in dependence have been shown by you to be void. 

44 

The conceiling (reality) is produced from causes and conditions, and is 
dependent on something else; it has been called (by you) "the dependent 
(reality)"; but the supreme reality is non effected. 

45 

Also (it could be) called: an own being, the primary matter, the truth, the 
substance, existing entity ;~9o an imagined thing does not exist, a dependent 
(thing) does not exist. 191 

46 

(The affirmation :) "It exists" in relation to an imagined thing has been 
said to be a superimposition; ~gz and (the affirmation) "It does not exist", 
as a consequence of the destruction of a made thing, has been shown to 
be annihilation. 

47 

Through the knowledge of truth, neither annihilation nor eternity have 
been thought (by you to exist); the whole world has been thought (by 
you) to be void of reality, similar to a mirage. 

48 

As the water of a mirage is not liable to destruction nor eternal, so the 
whole world has been proclaimed (by you to be) neither liable to destruction 
nor eternal. 

49 

For whom a substance comes forth, for him there would be destruction and 
so on; for him the world would result being limited or not limited. ~93 

50 

As, when knowledge exists, the knowable (object exists), so, when the 
knowable (object) exists, knowledge (exists); when it is realized that both 
do not arise, then what does exist? 
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51 

Thus the best of physicians, having spoken clearly, by means of the analogies 
of the magical illusion and so on, taught the Good Doctrine healer of all 
wrong opinions. 

52 

This is the supreme truth: the teaching of the unsubstantiality; this one is 
the insuperable medicine for those captured by the monster of (the false 
belief in) being. 

53 

O sacrificer of the Doctrine, 194 for this reason indeed the sacrifice of the 
Doctrine, the supreme one, has been constantly offered (by you) in the 
three worlds without obstacles, without impediments. 

54 

This wonderful lion's roar which is the unsubstantiality, destructor of the 
fear (provoked) by the monster of (the false belief in) reality, and causing 
dread to the deers which are the heretic teachers, has been uttered by you. 

55 

The drum of the Doctrine, (drum) profound because of the doctrine of 
voidness, has been beaten (by you); the trumpet of the Doctrine, loud- 
sounding because of (the doctrine of) unsubstantiality has been blown 
(by you). 

56 

It has been declared that the ambrosia of the teaching of the buddhas, called 
"the gift of the Doctrine", is of well-established meaning: (it is) only the 
voidness of the dharmas. 

57 

But the instruction about coming forth, cessation etc., being, soul etc. has 
been declared by you, o Lord, to be of a meaning which has to be determined, 
and it is (referring only to) the conceiling (reality). 
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58 

That (man) who has gone to the extreme limit of the ocean of Pra/adpdramit~, 
(that man) richly endowed with the jewels of merits and good qualities, has 

crossed over the ocean of your good qualities. 

59 

May the world be similar to you through that merit, that has been obtained 

by me (while) thus praising (you) the Lord of the world, unthinkable, who 

cannot be pointed out. 

HYMN ACCORDING TO THE SUPREME TRUTH19S 

1 

How shall I praise you, the Lord who has not been born, who remains no 

where, who is beyond all comparison proper of the world, something beyond 
the path of words. 196 

2 

Any how - be you whatever you may be in the sense of the true reality - 

I, abiding by the world's conventions, 197 shall praise the Master out of 
devotion. 198 

3 

Since there is not a forthcoming with an own being, 199 there is not forth- 

coming for you, neither going nor coming, o Lord. I pay homage to you 
devoid of an own being. 

4 

You are neither an existing being nor a non existing being, nor (liable to) 

destruction nor eternal, nor permanent nor impermanent. I pay homage to 
you devoid of duality. 

5 

No colour is perceived in you, neither red nor green nor garnet nor yellow 
nor black nor white. I pay homage to you devoid of colour. 
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6 

You are neither big nor small, neither long nor round; you have reached a 
measureless state. I pay homage to you devoid of measure. 

7 

(You are not) either far or near, either in the space or on earth, either in 
the samsdra or in the nirvd.na, z°° I pay homage to you who are in no place. 

8 

You are not in the dharmas; 2°1 you have reached the state of the fundament 

of the dharmas; you have reached the extreme profoundity. I pay homage 

to you profound. 

9 

Praised in this way, so may you be praised - but have you been praised in 

truth? Since all the dharmas are void, who is praised? by whom is he praised? 

10 

Who can praise you devoid of birth and destruction, for whom there is 

neither end nor middle, nor perception nor perceptible object? 

11 

Having praised him who has neither gone nor come, the well-gone, devoid 

of going - thanks to this merit, let the world follow the path of the well 
gone. 

APPENDIX 

TIBETAN TEXT 
SEMS-KYI RDO-RJEH. I BSTOD-PA 

(CITTAVAJRASTAVA) 

1 

gaff gis sems byuh dra ba ni / 
sems fiid kyis ni bsal mdzad de / 
sems kyi rmofis pa sel ba yi / 
rah seres de la phyag h.tshal 1o// 
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sems can mos pasna tshogs rnams / 
tha dad Ilia yi dmigs pa la / 
rin chen sems ni rnam grol las / 
lha g£an bsgrub tu yod ma y i n / /  

sems thob pa ni byari chub ste / 
sems ni h.gro ba lfia po yin / 
bde daft sdug bsfial mtshan fiid dag / 
sems las ma gtogs cuff zad m e d / /  

h.gro ba kun gyis 2°2 mthori ba rnams / 
cuff zad bsgom pa.hi rnam pa yafi / 
de kun sems kyi dra ba ru / 
de fiid gsuh bas bstan pa y i n / /  

rnam par rtog pa sparis pa.hi sems / 
rnam par rtog pas bshos byas pah.i / 
.hkhor ba rnam rtog tsam fiid de / 
rnam rtog med pa thar pa y i n / /  

6 

de bas kun gyis h.bad pa yis / 
byan chub sems la phyag byal3.o / 
sems kyi rdo rje bsgom pahi." phyir / 
de ni byari chub mchog ces b y a / /  

7 

khams bskyed sems nilus kyis bcifis / 
sems med khams ni bde bar .hjug / 
de phyir sems ni kun tu bsrufi / 
bde legs sems las saris rgyas .hbyuri// 
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TRANSLATION 
HYMN TO THE JEWEL OF THE MIND 

1 

Homage to one's own mind, which suppresses mind's confusion and through 
which, in its mind's condition, the (error's) web, produced by just the mind, 
is eliminated. 2°a 

2 

Beings imagine, according to their different tendencies, different gods, but for 
the jewel of  the mind no god can be proved (to be) besides the liberation. 2°4 

3 

Attainment of the mind is illumination; only mind are the five destinies; 2°s 
the essence of happiness and suffering do not exist at all outside the mind. 

4 

Things seen by all beings (and) even some forms of meditation, 2°6 they are all 
in the (illusory) web of the mind - so it was taught by him who preached truth. 

5 

For the mind which is deprived of imagination, 2°7 the sam. sdra, produced by 
imagination, is only imagination;when there is no imagination, it is liberation. 

6 

Therefore all men, with endeavour, must render homage to the illumination's 
mind; 2°8 since it produces the mind's jewel, it is called "Supreme 
Illumination". 2o9 

7 

Mind, produced by the elements, is enchained to the body; when the mind 
does not exist, elements get into (a state) of calm; therefore guard well 
your mind; Buddhas arise from a calm and pure mind. 

Centro de Investigaciones Filos6ficas, 
SeminaHo de Indologia, 
Mi~ones 2073, 1428 Buenos Aires, Argentina 
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NOTES F O R  THE I N T R O D U C T I O N  

* National Council for Scientific Research, Buenos Aires, Argentina. 
I The name of the present work can be written 1. Catusstava, 2. Catuh.stava, and 3. 
Catustava, according to Panini 8, 3, 36 (s or h. ); Katyayana, Vdrttika ad Vydkara.na- 
mah&bhds.ya 8, 3, 36 (optional elision of h.); Rigveda-prdti~khya 4, 36, p. 272 ed. 
Virendra Kum~ra Varma, and Taittir~ya-prdtikdkhya 9, 1 (the two last texts consider 
that the elision of h. is obligatory). For more references see J. Wackernagel, Altindische 
Grammatik I, p. 342 (ed. of 1957). We have adopted Catustava following P. Patel. 
2 See, for example: T6hoku 1118, 1119, 1120, 1121, 1122, 1125, 1126, 1127, 1128, 
1129, 1130 etc. = Catalogue 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2017, - ,  2018, 2019, 
2020, 2021 etc. respectively. On the Buddhist hymns in general see Dieter Schlingloff, 
Buddhistische Stotras, pp. 8 -15 .  On N~garjuna's hymns see D. S. Ruegg, The Literature 
of  the Madhyamaka School, pp. 3 1 - 3 2  and pp. 120-121.  
a With this name J. W. de John designated a poem in 14 stanzas contained in a Sanskrit 
manuscript relatively modern, in Nepali alphabet, which G. Tucci discovered and 
photographies of which he gave to de Jong for its edition. De Jong edited the Sanskrit 
text, the Tibetan translation and his French translation of the poem in Oriens Extremus 
IX, 1 (1962), pp. 4 7 - 5 6 .  In p. 48 of this article de Jong indicates that in the manuscript, 
after the stanzas, there are some lines which he supposes were written by the copyst. 
From these lines he takes the expression 'Madhyamaka~dstrastuti' to designate this 
poem of Candrakfrti. These stanzas were known, previously to Tucci's discovery, in 
their Tibetan translation, which is included at the end of the Tibetan translation of 
Candrakirti 's Prasannapadd (T6hoku 3860 = Catalogue 5260). The manuscripts of the 
Sanskrit original text of the Prasannapadd do not contain these stanzas. See the editions 
of L. de la Vall6e Poussin and P. L. Vaidya. 
4 j .W. de Jong, "La Madhyamaka~dstrastuti de Candrak~rti", p. 48. 
s G. Tucci, "Two Hymns of the Catttl3. -stava", in JRAS, 1932, pp. 309-325.  
6 Ch. Lindtner, Nagar/uniana, Studies in the writings and philosophy of  Ndgdr/una 
(1982). 
7 About these manuscripts see Lindtner, Nagarjuniana, pp. 123-124 (Sigla). These 
manuscripts are: (1) a manuscript kept in Tokyo University; (2) a manuscript from 
Mongolia copied by Professor M. Tubiansky; (3) a manuscript of the Kundeling 
monastery copied by Professor V. V. Gokhale, and (4) a manuscript in possession of 
Manavajra Vajracharya, Kathmandu. 
8 p. Patti, "Cafustava", in IHQ, 1932, pp. 316-331 and pp. 689-705.  
9 See Taisho 1675, Nanjio 1070, and D. S. Ruegg, "Le Dharmadh§tustava". 
10 Ch. Lindtner, Nagar]uniana, p. 121, note 144, indicates that there is a reference to 
Catustava as a whole in Vairocanaraksita's Bodhisattvacarydvatdrapaafik#, No. 5277, 
Sa fol. 169a 2 and 174b 8 (Peking Edition). He considers this to be "the earliest 
reference to Catuh.stava". However D. S. Ruegg, The Literature, p. 84 and p. 116, 
gives for Prajfifikaramati the date c. 950-1000,  and for Vairocanaraks.ita the eleventh 
century. Vairocanaraks.ita quotes stanzas 6 and 7 of the Niraupamya, which he 
introduces with the words: bstod pa b~i pa las kyati and de skad du bstod pa b}i pa 
las kyah. 
11 L. de la Vail6e Poussin, "Les Quatres Odes de N~g~rjuna", in LeMusdon, n.s., 14, 
1913, pp. 1 -18 ,  G. Tucei and P. Patel in their articles quoted in the notes 5 and 8, 
p. 309 and pp. 83 -84  respectively, are of the same opinion. 
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12 Also E. Lamotte, Le Traitd de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse III, p. XLIII, considered 
even in 1970 that the four mentioned hymns (Niraupamya, Lokdtfta, Paramdrtha and 
C'~ttava]ra) composed the Catustava. We think that in favour of the C'~ttava]ra as one 
of the four hymns, could be the fact that it is found in the Tibetan Buddhist Canon 
after the other three hymns, and also the fact that the four have been translated into 
Tibetan by the same translator. But after Lindtner's publication this hypothesis has 
to be rejected. 
13 D. S. Ruegg, The Literature o f  the Madhyamaka School, (1981), p. 31, although 
he takes into account Am.rt~kara's commentary, thinks that the question about the 
Catustava's composition is not definitively solved. But we think that with Lindtner's 
publication there is no more place for this doubt. 
14 E. Lamotte, La Traitd de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse, III, Introduction, p. XLIII, 
thinks that the word samstuti of the Madhyamaka~dstrastuti designates the Catustava. 
Infortunately this opinion is a mere supposition. If it could be confirmed, we should 
have another solid argument in favour of the Catustava's authenticity. 
is In general terms, the authenticity of many works attributed to N~g~rjuna in the 
Tibetan Buddhist Canon is doubtful. Cf. Lindtner, Nagar/uniana, pp. 9-18,  and also 
Ruegg, The Literature, pp. 31-36,  on the authenticity's question. 
16 D. S. Ruegg, The Literature o f  the Madhyamaka School, p. 31 (and also p. 35) 
indicates some ideas which appear in the hymns and which may not be of Nfig~rjuna, 
such as the cataphatic conception of the absolute reality, which is contrary to the 
apophatism characteristic of Nggfirjuna's philosophical treatises; the devotional 
(bhakti) element; some proximity to the theory of the absolute which is proper 
of the tathdgatagarbha doctrine. Let us add the presence in the Niraupamyastava 
of a reference to the Buddha's bodies which goes beyond Nfigfirjuna's own 
conception. See note 140. Cf. also Lindtner, Nagar/uniana, p. 122 note 
149. 
17 Cf. F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, "N~g~juna's conception of  'voidness' (k~nyatd3" 
and "The Hastavdlandmaprakaranavrtti" (= Budismo Mahdydna, pp. 75-101). 
Is G. Tucci, "Two Hymns of the Catuh.stava of Nag~rjuna", p. 310. 

NOTES FOR THE TEXT OF L O K A T i T A S T A V A  

19 This stanza is quoted by Candrakirti, Prasannapaddad XXI, 4, p. 179, 1.11-12 
ed. Vaidya (= p. 413, 1.6-7 ed. de la ValiSe Poussin) and Prajfifikaramati, Pafl]ikdad 
IX, 145, p. 272, 1.13-14 ed. Vaidya (= p. 583, 1.18-19 ed. de la ValiSe Poussin). It 
would be, according to Vaidya and de la Vall~e Poussin, in their editions of the 
Pa~]ikd, a quotation of the Yukti~s.t.ikd (a Ngg~rjuna's work not preserved in 
Sanskrit). It is a mistaken, because the Sanskrit text of this stanza, that is quoted as 
referred above by Candrakfrti and Prajfi~karamati, corresponds exactly to the original 
Sanskrit text and also to the Tibetan translation of the stanza 4 of LokdHtastava, but 
not to the stanza 39 of the Yuktis.ast.ikd, although it expresses a similar idea. The 
Yuktis.ast.ik~ has been preserved in its Tibetan translation (T6hoku 3825 = Catalogue 
5225) and in its Chinese translation (Taisho 1575, Nanjio 1307, H6b6girin, Fascicule 
Annexe, p. 93). See F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, "The Yuktis.as.~kd of N~g~rjuna". 
2o This stanza is quoted by Prajfi~tkaramati, Pa~fikdad IX, 73, p. 224, 1.13-14 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 476, 1.14-15 ed. de la ValiSe Poussin). 
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21 This stanza is quoted by Ptajfi~karamati, Pa~/ikdad IX, 73, p. 224, 1.15-16 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 476,1.16-17 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). 
22 This stanza is quoted by Candrakfrti, Prasannapacldad I, 3, p. 22, 1.3-4 ed. Vaidya 
(= p. 64, 1.5-6 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). 
za This stanza is quoted by Prajfi~karamati, Pa~/ikd ad IX, 150, p. 274, 1.1-2 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 587, 1.7-8 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). 
24 The stanzas 15 and 16 do not appear in the Tibetan translation (Sde dge, Peking, 
Narthang editions). This is why the Tibetan translation has only 26 stanzas. 
2s This stanza is quoted by Prajfi~karamati, Pa~jikdad IX, 108, p. 249,1.2-3 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 533, 1.9-10 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin), who has in pdda a: niruddhdd 
vdniruddhdd yd. 
26 This stanza is quoted by Prajfifikaxamati, Pa~/ikd ad IX, 108, p. 249, 1.4-5 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 533, 1.11-12 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). 
27 This stanza is quoted by Prajfifikaramati, Pa~jikd ad IX, 108, p. 249, 1.6-7 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 533, 1.13-14 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). 
28 This stanza is quoted by Candrakirti, Prasannapaddad I, 3, p. 18, 1.28-29 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 55,1 .3-4 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin) and XII, 8, p. 103, 1.3-4 ed. Vaidya 
(= p. 234, 1.8-9 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). 
29 This stanza is quoted by Prajfi~karamati, Pa~]ikdad IX, 34, p. 198, 1.24-25 (= 
p. 417, 1.6-7 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). Cf. Acintyastava 40. 
30 This stanza is quoted by Prajfi~karamati, Pa~]ikdad IX, 2, p. 174, 1.8-9 ed. Vaidya 
(= p. 359,1.8-9 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin) and ad IX, 33, p. 197, 1.27-28 (= p. 415, 
1.3-4 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). Vaidya has in pdda c, in p. 174;yasya (yak ca) tasydm, 
and in p. 197: yak ca (yasya) tasydm. Vaidya attributes the first of these two quotations 
of Prajfifikaramati to the Niraupamyastava, what is without any doubt a mistaken; he 
attributes rightly the second one to the Lokdtgtastava. Besides that Prajfifikaramati 
has in pdda a °hdndya instead of ° n~dya. 
31 This stanza is quoted by Prajfi~karamati, Pa~]ikdad IX, 77, p. 229, 1.25-26 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 489 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). 

NOTES F O R  THE TEXT OF N I R A U P A M Y A S T A V A  

32 Am.rt~kara: niraupamyo . . . .  
3a Tucci's manuscript has nih.svabhdvavddine which Tucci (1932, p. 312 note 1) corrects 
into °vedine, following the .T~kd contained in his manuscript and the Tibetan translation. 
Tucci's correction was confirmed afterwards (1956) by Am.rt~kara's commentary and 
now by Lindtner's manuscripts (Nagarjuniana, p. 121 note 147). Our reading: 
nih.svabhdvdrthavedine is supported by Amrt~kara's commentary (nih.svabhdvdrthavedi) 
and by Lindtner's manuscripts, Nagar]uniana, p. 121, note 147 (nihsvabhdvdrthavedine). 
a4 Am.rt~kara: yas tvam dr.s.t.ivipannasya lokasydsya hitodyata (iti). 
as Tucci~s manuscript has na ca ndsatvaydwhich Tucci (1932, p. 312 note 2) corrects 
into na ca ndma tvayd. 
36 Am.rtffkara: tvayd nakim, cid d.rs.t.am . . . .  
a7 Am.it~kara: bauddham, caks.ur. . . .  
aa Am.rt~kara: anuttard. 
39 Tucci has: tattvadarkinf. We correct into tattvdrthadarMn~ according to Lindtner's 
manuscripts (Nagarjuniana, p. 121 note 147). 
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40 Boddhavyam: our correction (confirmed by Lindtner's manuscripts (Nagarjuniana, 
p. 121 note 147); Tutt i  has: bodhavyam. 
41 Padam: according to Lindtner's manuscripts (Nagar/uniana, p. 121 note 147); Tueci 
has: pddam. 
42 Viveda: third singular person used irregularly as second. CL Edgerton, Buddhist 
Hybrid Sanskrit, Grammar, p. 129, paragraph 25.4. 
43 This stanza is quoted by Prajfi~karamati, Paa/ikdad IX, 36, p. 200, 1.1-2 ed. Vaidya 
(= p. 420, 1.1-2 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin) and by Advayavajra, Advayava/rasamgraha, 3. 
Tattvaratndvalf, p. 22,1.8-9 ed. Shastri, who has as second line: kr. tsna~ ca vai rr~yajano 
dharmavarsana tars. i tah. . 
44 Skandhes.u: our correction; Tutti  has: skandes.u. 
4s This stanza is quoted by Prajfihkaramati, Paajikdad IX, 76, p. 229, 1.11-12 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 489, 1.1-2 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). 
46 Tucci's manuscript has y~to, which he corrects into]alto. 
47 8uddhavdm. s: our correction; Tucci has: buddhdvdms. 

This stanza is quoted by Candrakirti, Prasannapadd ad X, 16, p. 93, 1.1-2 ed. Vaidya 
(= p. 215, 1.5-6 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin) with some variants. Candrakirti has: 

ekatvdnyatvarahitam, prati~rutkopamam ]agat, 
sam. krdntim dsddya gatam buddhavd .ms tram aninditah. . 

De la Vall~e Poussin, Vaidya, in their editions, and Tucci, in "Two Hymns", p. 36, 
note 2, Patel, in "Catustava", 1932, p. 318 note 3, indicate that Candrakfrti's pdda c 
is corrupted. Tucci's manuscript gives a correct reading for this pdda. 
48 Observe the employ ofavabuddhas with active meaning and governing an accusative. 
Cf. F. Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, Grammar, p. 169, paragraph 34.15. 
49 Laks.anojjvalagfftra~: our correction; Tucci has: laks.ano]valag~tra~. 
so This stanza is quoted by (Nfigfirjuna's) Paacalcrama IV, 2, p. 36 ed. de la Vall6e 
Poussin. 
Sl This stanza is quoted also by (N~g~rjuna's) Paacakrama IV, 3, p. 36, ed. de la ValiSe 
Poussin, who has ndmayd nd~uci and lokdnucyutyartham, instead of ndmayo nd~ucih. 
and lol~nuvr, ttyartham. . 

Amrtfikara: karmaplutih. 
s3 This stanza is quoted by Subhds.itasamgraha, p. 388, 1.20-21 ed. Bendall and by 
Advayavajra, Advayavajrasamgraha, 3. Tattvaratndvalf, p. 22, 1.2-3 ed. Shastri, who 
has dhydnabhedo instead of ydnabhedo. 
s4 Amrt~kara: nityo . . . .  
ss Am.rtfikara: dhruvah.. 
s6 Iksase: medial form with passive value. Cf. Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, 
Grammar, p. 182, paragraph, 37.16. Lindtner's manuscripts have: ]ksyase (Nagar]uniana, 
p. 121 note 147), the correct passive form. 
s7 Amrt~kara: manyan~. 
s8 Amrt~kara: vikalpa °. 
s9 Amrt~kara: ffi]ana -° . 
6o This stanza is quoted by Advayavajra, Advayava]rasam. graha, 1. Kudr.s.tinirghdtanam, 
p. 1, 1.12-13 ed. Shastri, who has pravarttate instead ofpravartate. 
61 Amrt~ikara: sugatah.. 
62 Amrt~kara: acintyah.. 
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NOTES FOR THE TEXT OF ACINTYASTAVA 

63 Am.rt~ikara: pratftyajdndm, bhdvdndm, naih.sv~bhdvyam ]agdda ya (iti). 
64 Am.r~kara: asamaffuinam. 
6s Amrt~kara: acintyam. 
66 We adopt the reading bh~vagrdha ° indicated by Lindtner in note, instead of 
bhdvagraha ° . 
67 This stanza is quoted by Prajfifikaramati, Pa~filcd ad IX, 5, p. 180, 1.28-29 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 375 ed. de la ValiSe Poussin). 
6a Prof. Lindtner communicates to us in a personal letter of 11.4. 1984 that Prof. 
de Jong suggests the following interesting emmendation for pdda c of stanza 24: tad 
vastuto "bhfttam. Anyhow we have preferred to follow Lindtner's text that reproduces 
the manuscripts' reading. 
69 This stanza is quoted by Prajfifikaramati, Paaji l~ad IX, 106, p. 246, 1.22-23 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 528 ed. de la ValiSe Poussin). Prajfi~karamati has in pdda d: ddi~dntam tv 
ayatnatah. . 
70 This stanza is quoted by Prajfifikaramati, Paa]ikdad IX, 141, p. 267, 1.25-28 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 573 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). 
71 This stanza is quoted by Prajfifikaramati, Paajikdad IX, 106, p. 246, 1.24-25 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 528 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). Cf. Lokdt~tastava 22. 
72 This stanza is quoted by Prajfi~karamati, Pa~/ikdad IX, 106, p. 246, 1.26-27 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 528 ed. de ta ValiSe Poussin). 
73 This stanza is quoted by Prajfifikaramati, Paaiikd ad IX, 154, p. 275, 1.19-20 ed. 
Vaidya (= p. 590 ed. de la Vall6e Poussin). Prajfifikaramati has in l~da b: yena instead 
of tena. 
"/4 We adopt the reading na vidyate indicated by Lindtner in note, instead of tu vidyate. 
See the note for the translation. 

NOTES FOR THE TEXT OF P A R A M . ~ R T H A S T A V A  

7s Te, Accusativ form of the Buddhist hybrid Sanskrit. See Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid 
Sanskrit, Grammar, p. 109, paragraph 20.16. 
76 Amrt~kara: katham, stos.ydmi te ndtha (iti). 
77 Amrthkara: anutpannam andlayam. 
78 Amrt~kara: tathdpi (iti). 
79 Amrt~ikara: anutpannasvabhdvena (iti). 
80 Lindtner's manuscripts have: harin mdajis.t.ho (Nagar/uniana, p. 121 note 147). 
81 Nopalabhyate: our correction, confirmed by Lindtner's manuscripts (Nagarfuniana, 
p. 121 note 147); Tucci has: notalabhyate. 
82 Lindtner's manuscripts have: p~tah, kr.s.nah, kuklo (Nagarjuniana, p. 121 note 147). 
8a Hrasvo: our correction;Tucci has: hraso. 
84 Amrt~kara: gambh~rdya namo' stu ta (iti). 
8s Lindtner's manuscripts have: stute (Nagar]uniana, p. 121, note 147). 
86 Tucci, in his edition of the hymns, "Two Hymns", p. 324, has: bhaydd, but in his 
edition of Am.rthkara's commentary in Minor Buddhist Texts I, p. 245, expresses that 
it is an error for bh~yds, which is the form that appears in Amrthkara's work, whose 
text reads: evam stute stuto bh~yds . . . .  
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a7 Amrt~kara:  athavd Mm. bata stutah.. 
88 Amrt~kara:  kas tvdm ~aknoti samstotum. 

N O T E S  F O R  T H E  T R A N S L A T I O N  O F  T H E  L O K A T I T A S T A V A  

89 The pure knowledge is the  knowledge o f  voidness.  
9o Living beings are only conglomerates  o f  skandhas (species o f  dharmas, elements  
o f  existence), they  do not  exist as someth ing  independent  or different f rom them;  
when the skandhas come to an end,  living beings are liberated. 
91 Al though beings have only an illusory existence, Buddha feels compassion for them. 
92 This stanza expresses clearly the idea of  N~g~rjuna that  condi t ionedness  is the  
basis o f  the  unreali ty of  everything. Cf. Acintyastava 3. 
93 If the  primordial  elements ,  which const i tu te  the  things, cannot  be the  object of  our 
perception,  then  things, const i tu ted by them cannot  be perceived either. 
94 If  the  sensible object does not  exist,  then,  according to what has been said in previous 
stanza, sensation also, which is produced depending on the object, cannot  exist. 
95 If there is ident i ty  between the word and its object, the  word would produce the 
effects o f  the object. Perhaps we have in this aff irmation a criticism of  the  Hinduist  
doctrine of  the  ident i ty  of  the  symbol  and what  is symbolized by it. 
96 If the word and its object are different,  then  the  object could not  be known through 
the word, as any thing cannot  be known through any other thing. 
97 The existence. 
98 From the point  o f  view of  the  empirical reality it seems that  the  agent and the  action 
are independent  entities, bu t  in reality they  do not  exist independent ly  one from the 
other.  The agent does not  exist while the  action is no t  done,  and the  action does not  
exist while there is no t  somebody  doing the action. 
99 Similarly to what  has been said in previous stanza, the  experiencer does not  exist 
in se, bu t  only depending on the  existence o f  experience. This type o f  existence is 
for N~garjuna deprived o f  an own being, void, unreal. Merit and demerit ,  men t ioned  
in this stanza, are relative concepts.  In nex t  stanza we shall mee t  another  pair o f  these 
mutua l ly  dependent  entities: knowledge and the knowable object. 
100 If the  characteristic or essential a t t r ibute  of  anyth ing  (e.g. heat)  is different,  
something apart  f rom the object (fire), then  the object has not  in itself, as something 
proper to it, tha t  characteristic, that  essential at t r ibute,  wi thout  which it cannot  exist. 
We should have a fire wi thout  heat ,  and as something outside, apart  f rom it, the  heat.  
101 If  hea t  (at tr ibute)  and fire (object) were the same thing, fire would be heat  and 
heat  would be f'tre. Neither o f  them would keep its own existence and  identi ty.  
102 The world, beings and things, are nirvanized ab aeterno. 
loa We cannot  say that  a thing comes to existence if it already existed before being 
produced.  We cannot  say about  an inexis tent  thing tha t  it comes  to existence. And  
it is contradictory in itself that  a thing exists and does not  exist at the  same time. A 
thing cannot  be born from itself, since this correspond to the  first hypothes is .  A thing 
cannot  be born  from another  thing, since this correspond to the  second hypothesis .  
And  it cannot  be born from itself and another ,  since this aff i rmation is contradictory 
in itself. 
104 Nothing can be separated f rom its essential characteristic: being cannot  cease to 
be, non-being cannot  cease to be not .  
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105 Destruct ion and existence cannot  be either different  or identical. If they  were 
different,  existence would be one thing and destruct ion would be another ,  and one 
could never become the other,  as a cow cannot  become a horse. If they  were 
identical, dest ruct ion would be existence and no change could ensue in the  state 
or condi t ion of  the  latter. 
106 Next  s tanza exemplifies this  idea through the relation seed-sprout.  
107 The uprise o f  an effect can be f rom a cause either already dest royed or not  
destroyed.  In the  first case, no th ing  can come forth f rom something  inexis tent ;  in 
the  second case the  cause (the seed) and  the  effect  (the sprout)  would exist  at the  
same time. 
108 This world is only a menta l  p roduct ;  consequent ly  it has no real birth or real end. 
109 A pe rmanen t  soul mus t  mainta in  always its own being, it cannot  undergo the  
modif icat ions and changes which t ransmigrat ion produces;  a non  pe rmanen t  soul will 
perish when  life ends and cannot  incarnate in another  body.  
110 Dependent  Origination fully realized is nothing else than voidness in its integrity. 
111 Voidness,  mani fes ted  by the  analysis o f  the  empirical reality, cannot  be conceived 
as " someth ing" ,  as a substance,  as a positive and sacred Absolute to which one holds 
intellectually and  emotional ly.  
112 F. Edgerton,  Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit II, Dictionary, indicates for the  word va~ika 
of  the  original two meanings:  1. " submi t t ed  t o "  and 2. " empty ,  void".  We have 
translated this word by " d e p e n d e n t "  following the interpretat ion o f  the  Tibetan 
translation (g~an dbah). 
1 la The real existence o f  the  soul was denied by Primitive and I-l~naydna Buddhism;  
Mahdydna denied also the  real existence o f  dharmas. 
114 Cf. Nirauparnyastava 4. 
1 i s  True reality, voidness,  is inalterable, it has been always the  same. 
116 Only by following the m e t h o d  taught  by Mahdydna, voidness can be realized. 
117 "What  is devoid o f  characterist ics":  voidness,  the  true way of  being o f  empirical 
reality. Wi thout  a complete  knowledge of  reality, there is no liberation. 
118 The t rue na ture  o f  reality. 
119 "What  has  characterist ics":  the  empirical reality. 

N O T E S  F O R  T H E  T R A N S L A T I O N  O F  N I R A U P A M Y A S T A V A  

120 Buddha,  who is also the  dest inatary o f  the  other  three h y m n s  of  the  Catustava. 
121 Substantiali ty,  existence in seet per se. 
122 Dharmatd: the  true na ture  o f  the  dharrnas is the ~anyatd, emptiness ,  the inexistence 
o f  an own being, the  condit ionedness,  the  relativity. Abou t  dharmas as factors or 
elements  of  existence see F. Tola and C. Dragonett i ,  "La  doctrina de los dharmas en 
el Budismo" .  
123 All things and beings are identical among  themselves,  because they  are all void 
(samatd's doctrine). 
124 Nirvdn.a. 
125 The sa.msdra, the  empirical reality cannot  be destroyed or el iminated,  because 
according to the  Mddhyaraika school it does no t  exist t ruly and is only  a mere illusion. 
126 When the  knowledge o f  the  true na ture  o f  the  sa.msdra is obtained,  then  it cannot  be 
perceived, since it is a mete  illusion which disappears with true knowledge.  
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127 The same idea appears in Vasubandhu, Trisvabhdvakdrikd 10. Cf. F. Tola and 
C. Dragonetti, "The Trisvabh~vak~irikg of Vasubandhu". Impurity is the empirical 
reality, purity is voidness. 
128 The fundament of the dharmas, dharmadhdtu, is voidness. 
129 The skandhas, the dyatanas and the dhdtus are the names of different classifications 
of the dharmas that constitute man. Buddha has no attachment neither for the dharmas 
that constitute his own being nor for the dharmas that constitute other beings. 
130 Everything without exception is a mere mental creation, an illusion without a 
true existence. 
131 Beings and things of the empirical reality are only mere conglomerates of dharmas. 
These conglomerates do not exist truly; they can be analyzed into the parts that 
constitute them and, at their own turn, these parts into their respective parts in an 
abolishing analytical process which does not  find an ultimate substance as their last 
fundament. Cf. F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, "The Hastavdlandmaprakaran.avr. tti". 
132 See note 137. 
la3 Sam. krdnti, in the original, literally "passage". Cf. (N~garjuna), Prat~tyasamut- 
pddahr.dayakdrilaf 5, Shdlistambasatra, pp. 6 and 17 ed. N. A. Sastri (= pp. 50 and 60 
of our translation in Budismo Mahdygna). 
134 Impurities: ignorance (avidyd), consciousness of one's own existence (asmita-), 
passion (r~ga), hate (dyes.a), and attachment to existence (abhinive~a). 
13s The subliminal impressions left in the sub-consciousness by any experience man has. 
la6 Dharmas' nature, voidness, cannot be grasped neither by the senses nor by the mind. 
137 We have in this stanza perhaps a reference to the docetic doctrine that Buddha's 
body was only a mere appearance, like the rain-bow in the sky. Cf. Anesaki, "Docetism 
(Buddhist)", in Hastings, ERE IV, pp. 835-840.  
138 Actions leave karmical residues, which require new reincarnations and therefore 
they are an obstacle to obtain liberation. 
139 These Vehicles are: (1) The Sravakaygna, (2) the Pratyekabuddhaydna (these two 
Vehicles constitute the H~nayffna), and (3) the Bodhisattvaydna (or Mahdydna). Buddha 
has taught his disciples one or another of these 'Vehicles' according to the degree of 
spiritual development with which they have appeared in this world. 
140 (a) The reference is to the idea that the true body of the Buddha is his Doctrine 
as opposed to his physical body which ends with death. I1gnaydna Buddhism and 
Ngg~rjuna accept the existence of these two bodies, the physical body and the body 
made out of  Doctrine. Cf. "Busshin" in HObdg~rin, p. 174 b: "La question du corps, 
ou des Corps du B., se pose, en logique comme clans la tradition, h l'occasion du 
Parinirvdna. Le B. une lois eteint, la cornmunautd a-t-elle perdu tout, et  ]usqu'd sa 
raison d'etre, ou si elle subsiste, comments  'dtablie la continuitd? Le ndant m~thaphysique 
peut  constituer une philosophie, il ne cr~e pas une Eglise. La premiOre reponse, la plus 
simple et la plus pratique, c'est de substituer ~ la personne du fondateur la Loi qu 'il 
a legude; on pose en regard du B. de chair (Formed le Corps de Loi, dharmakdya. On 
a ainsi, dds le debut, un groupe de deux Corps; le P. V. (Petit V~hiclue) ne va ]amais 
plus loin, et clans les dcoles du G. V. (Grand V~hicule) Ndgdrjuna, p. ex., ne depasse 
pasce stade." See also Anesaki, "Doeetism (Buddhist)", in Hastings, ERE IV, specially 
p. 838 a-b:  4. N~g~rjuna. Afterwards this conception of the two bodies will be replaced 
by the doctrine of the three bodies, which characterizes Mahdydna Buddhism after 
Ngggrjuna and specially the Yogdcdra school. 

(b) It is true that in some stanzas of  this hymn we find the tendency to sublimate 
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Buddha's body, attributing to it supernatural quahties and powers, for example stanza 
16: resplendent body; stanza 18: lack of  all the characteristics common to any body; 
stanza 19:non-existence in it of  illness etc.;stanza 23:ubiquity. 

We must indicate also that some stanzas express the idea (which will have great 
importance in later Buddhology) of the adequation of Buddha to the spiritual needs 
of his devotees, for example stanzas 19, 20, and 22. 

We must mention also the docetic position which is found in some stanzas as 18, 19, 
20, and 22: Buddha's body and his activity are a mere appearance. 

Finally, in some stanzas of these hymns there is an absolutist presentation of Buddha, 
as in Niraupamya 8, 12, 25, and Paramdrtha 1,4, 5, 6, 7, 8. This fact can be understood 
as a mere application to Buddha of the principle of voidness - the Absolute of 
Nfigfirjuna's school which is neither sacred nor divine, but only heterogenous in 
relation to the empirical reality. Cf. F. Tola and C. Dragonetti, "N~g~rjuna's conception 
of voidness (~fmyatd)". But from a religious point of view it is possible to think that 
these stanzas present Buddha as a divinized and sacralized Buddha. 

(c) Although taking into account all these elements, it is possible to affirm that in 
these hymns we have the initial form of the Mahdydna's doctrine of the three bodies 
of Buddha, in which these elements are integrated, however it seems not possible to 
affirm that in these hymns that doctrine is already neatly formulated. About the three 
bodies see the article of H6b6girin already quoted, pp. 174-185; L. de la Vall6e Poussin, 
"Note sur les Corps du Buddha"; Chizen Akanuma, "The Triple Body of the Buddha"; D. 
T. Suzuki, "Outlines of Mah~y~na Buddhism", pp. 242-276; M. P. Masson-Oursel, "Les 
trois corps du Bouddha"; N. N. Dutt, Mahdy~na Buddhism, p. 141 ; D. T. Suzuki, Studies 
in the Lankavatara Sutra, pp. 308-338;  E. Conze, Buddhist Thought, pp. 232-234. 
141 Nirvr. ti, in the original, can be understood as the nirvdna. The Tibetan translation 
has mya ban h.das pa. According to N~g~rjuna not only birth (see stanza 12) but also 
nirvd.na is void. 
142 Devotion (bhakti) for Buddhas and Bobhisattvas is one of the elements that 
characterize Mahdydna Buddhism in regard to H~naydna. It manifests itself in these 
hymns, although it does not appear in the great treatises of N~g~rjuna, in which 
~anyatd's notion lacks completely all sacralizing and deifying aspects. On bhakti in 
Buddhism in general and in these hymns specially, see E. Lamotte, Histoire, pp. 4 7 6 -  
477; Ch. Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, pp. 3 -35;  M. Monier-Williams, Buddhism, 
pp. 195-222; L. de la Vall~e Poussin, Bouddhisme, pp. 205-224; L. de la ValiSe Poussin, 
"Mah~y~na", in Hastings, ERE VIII, pp. 330-336; Ruegg, The Literature of the 
Madhyamaka School, pp. 31-32 and 120-121. It is interesting to observe the similar 
situation we find in Shafikara: devotion appears only in his hymns (stotras) but not 
in his philosophical treatises and it is aimed not at Brahman, as the Absolute, but at 
some of the personal or theistic manifestations of Brahman. 
143 Andbhogena, in the original. We have translated it by "without effort"; it could 
be translated also by "without any intervention or participation". 
144 Ill this stanza we find a reference to the Mah~ydna doctrine of merit's transfer. 

NOTES F O R  THE T R A N S L A T I O N  OF ACINTYASTAVA 

14s The true nature of Buddha, voidness, lies beyond mind. 
146 Anidar~ana in the original. Buddha cannot be indicated either by words, signs, 
symbols or comparisons. 
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147 Buddha taught  voidness exactly as he discovered it to be. 
148 Fundamenta l  Principle of  Mahdydna: condi t ioned beings and things are neither 
really born nor really destroyed.  Cf. Lokdt~tastava 4. 
149 Whatever has no t  an own being is unreal  like the rope which does not  exist  t ruly 
since it is only a conglomerate  o f  threads in a certain posit ion; " rope"  therefore is 
only  a conventional  way of  indicating those threads as seemingly forming another  
ent i ty .  
1so I.e. depending on condit ions and therefore it is only a mere illusion. 
is1 The magical illusion etc. have a certain mode  o f  existence - an illusory one. This 
form of  being corresponds to the  form of  being o f  the  empirical reality and so it can 
be used as a comparison for this latter. 
1s2 The magical illusion etc. men t ioned  in the  foregoing stanza. 
1s3 Kr. taka, in the  original means  (1) made,  fabricated, effected, artificial, and (2) 
false. Things made  by the  cooperat ion o f  causes and condit ions are effected and 
therefore lack an own being and are unreal, like the  rope which is only a conglomerate  
o f  threads bu t  not  something in see t  per se. 
1s4 Utpitsuh., as a masculine cannot  go with vastu; we unders tand it as signifying the  
future  (time). 
l s s  See Lokdt~tastava 13. 
156 What  does not  exist has not  an own being; noth ing  can be produced from something 
that  has no t  an own being. 
157 Things that  seem to exist have not  an own being, therefore there is  not  thepossibi l i ry 
tha t  someth ing  be produced from them.  This s tanza denies the  possibility o f  the 
for thcoming  o f  anyth ing  f rom a cause that  has not  an own being. 
ls8 Everything is relative: a th ing is called "o t he r "  in relation to another ,  that  is called 
this "one" .  
159 Things in our empirical reality exist only in mutua l  relation. 
160 See stanza 11 o f  this hymn .  
161 Tile holding to the  belief in things is groundless,  since it is directed to a non  existing 
object. 
162 All dharmas are identical among  themselves,  since voidness is the  only, the  true 
essence o f  them all; since they  have never been produced reaUy, it is logical to say that  
they  have been always ext inguished or nirvanized. 
163 This plant  is used as a symbol  for inconsistency.  
164 True knowledge of  reality produces  necessarily liberation. If  the  ignorant,  wi thout  
an intellectual and moral  progress and a personal effort ,  could know reality as it t ruly is, 
then  he  would obtain immedia te ly  liberation, and true knowledge would be unnecessary.  
165 The  senses are indist inct  as knowledge produced by t hem is neither complete  nor  
fully determinate .  
166 Sense are unable to make  us know the true nature  o f  things. 
167 Reason is also unable to grasp the  true reality o f  things, emptiness.  
168 The Middle Doctrine (madhyamd pratipdd) avoids equally the aff i rmation o f  being 
and  o f  non-being. If  things existed really, t hey  would have a being that  would be their 
own, and they  would be eternal. If  things do not  exist,  it would be impossible to explain 
the  empirical reality tha t  is the  object  o f  our  experience. The Middle Doctrine does no t  
accept either the  existence with an own being nor  the  inexistenee o f  everything. It 
aff trms the  illusory existence o f  the  empirical reality, its existence only as a menta l  
creation. 
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169 To be,  no t  to be, to be and no t  to be, no t  to be and no t  no t  to be. 
17o They  are condi t ioned and unreal. 
171 Knowledge and moral  discipline. 
17~ To believe in the  t rue existence o f  the  pairs o f  opposi tes  tha t  we perceive in the  
empirical reality is no t  true knowledge,  since no one of  the  e lements  that  const i tu te  
those  pairs is real. 
173 See stanza 17. 
174 I.e. they  are illusory. 
17s F rom the  point  o f  view of  relative t ru th  (sam. vr. tisatya) the  number less  Buddhas  
have helped beings to obtain nirv~n.a, to be liberated, bu t  f rom the point  o f  view of  
supreme t ru th  there  is no t  in t ru th  either nirvdn.a nor  liberation. Next  stanza explains 
why  it is so. 
176 Beings are ext inguished,  nirvanized aborigine, since they  have never been really 
born ;  therefore  they  cannot  be liberated. 
177 If the  maker  is also made,  he  is an effected being and consequent ly  he  is unreal. 
17s One cannot  be a maker  wi thout  doing the  action;  therefore the  consequence is 
tha t  it  is the  action which makes  the  maker.  
179 Only convent ional  denominat ions .  "Car"  is only a name  to designate in a 
convent ional  way the total i ty  o f  pieces tha t  const i tu te  the  car. The  car does no t  exist  
as such,  in seet  per se; only  the  pieces exist, and the  pieces also are a convent ional  
name  to designate the  e lements  tha t  const i tu te  them.  
180 Mind belongs also to the  empirical reality and as such is also unreal. 
181 Since existence and  non  existence in reality "do  no t  exist" .  
182 This s tanza and the  two following ones const i tu te  a whole. 
183 It is only  an object o f  the  intuit ive knowledge,  which is produced during deep 
concentrat ion.  
184 Origination in Dependence  and voidness are the  same and  Buddhis t  Doctrine is 
no th ing  else than  the  teaching o f  both .  
185 I.e. voidness,  tha t  has  been described in s tanzas 3 7 - 3 9  and referred to in stanza 40. 
186 The inalterable essence o f  something,  its inalterable being so and no t  o f  another  
manner .  
187 The universal subs t ra tum.  
l s s  Since voidness is only the  true nature  o f  the  empirical reality, all the  beings and 
things are identical among  themselves.  
ls9 Voidhess is no t  someth ing  different  f rom the things;  it const i tu tes  their own nature ;  
and things do not  exist  as something different  f rom voidness. 
190 The positive description o f  the  supreme reality contained in the  first sentence o f  
this s tanza is a surprising one in the  con tex t  o f  the  Mddhyamika phi losophy.  Perhaps 
it is necessary to unders tand  tha t  the  supreme reality is called "an  own being" etc. by 
those  persons who do no t  grasp the  true essence o f  voidness,  the  only supreme reality. 
191 The  last pdda of  this  s tanza reads in Lindtner ' s  t ex t  as follows: paratantras tu vidyate 
according to the  Tokyo ' s  and  Gokhale 's  manuscr ipts .  It seems strange that  N~g~juna  or 
any M~dhyamika philosopher  can affirm tha t  dependent things, produced ou t  o f  causes 
and condit ions,  exist, what  is against his mos t  f irm principles. So we have preferred to 
adopt  the  reading na vidyate, which is, as Lindtner  says, p. 124, "a varia lectio in the  
Sanskrit Ms(s) now presumably  lost,  bu t  inferable f rom a recension o f  the  Tibetan t rans." .  
192 The a t t r ibut ion o f  some nature  or some at t r ibutes  to someth ing  which does not  
possess them. 
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193 The person who considers the  existence o f  beings and things with an own being 
can th ink about  the  possibility o f  the  world being l imited or non  l imited in t ime;  this 
possibility does no t  exist for the  person who  knows that  the world is void and,  as such,  
unreal. 
194 See D~gha Nikffya I, 5, where it is found  the idea that  the  best "sacrifice" is the 
teaching o f  Buddha ' s  doctrine. 

N O T E S  F O R  T H E  T R A N S L A T I O N  O F  P A R A M A R T H A S T A V A  

19s The title o f  this h y m n ,  Paramdrthastava, is translated by Tucci as: "The  H y m n  
to the  Supreme Reali ty",  and by de la ValiSe Poussin as: "Louange  v6ritable" (from 
the Tibetan:  don dam par bstocO. We prefer to translate it as " H y m n  according to 
the  Supreme t ru th" ,  because it is an eulogy of  Buddha  f rom the point  o f  view of  the  
absolute  t ruth .  
196 Buddha is void, and consequent ly  we cannot  apply to him any o f  the  characteristics 
o f  empirical reality that  cannot  be either applied to voidness. This is the  central idea 
o f  the  whole h y m n .  
197 I.e. submit t ing  myse l f  to the  uses and convent ions which are a part  o f  empirical 
reality. 
198 See note  142. 
199 Anutpannasvabhdvena: literally "owing to the  non  produced  own being".  
20o There is no difference between sam. sdra and nirvdna f rom the poin t  o f  view o f  
supreme truth.  
201 Buddha does not  belong to the  realm of  empirical reality const i tu ted by the  total i ty 
o f  the  dharmas. 

N O T E S  F O R  T H E  A P P E N D I X  

N O T E  F O R  T H E  T E X T  O F  S E M S - K Y I  R D O - R J E H I  B S T O D - P A  

2o2 Gyis: Peking; Sde-dge: kyi. 

N O T E S  F O R  T H E  T R A N S L A T I O N  O F  S E M S - K Y I  
R D O - R J E H .  I B S T O D - P A  

20a Al though the  mind  belongs to the  empirical reality, it is the  only means  to produce 
liberation from empirical reality. 
204 Liberation o f  course is no t  a deity and only metaphorical ly can it be called a god. 
20s The five realms in which man  can be reincarnated.  
206 hl some forms o f  medi ta t ion  there is still some activity o f  the mind,  like the  
perception o f  some natural  or supernatural  reality, or they  require some material  or 
imaginative support .  
207 Imagining activity o f  the  mind.  
2o8 The mind  which seeks i l lumination (bodhicitta). 
2o9 The consciousness,  thanks  to which or in which i l luminat ion (" the  jewel o f  the  
m i n d " )  is produced,  is called "Supreme I l luminat ion".  
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